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Chapter 1. 
Ecumenism and the Eucharist. 
Christian disunity, as has been shown by Rouse and Neill, 1• 
has been a major problem in the Church from the time of its 
inception. In Apostolic times Paul had to face serious dissension 
at Corinth and elsewhere. The great councils of the 4th and 5th 
centuries were convened to settle doctrinal disputes. The schism 
between Eastern and Western Christianity, which finally became 
permanent at about the end of the 12th century, was the r esult 
of thoroughgoing doctrinal as well as cultural differences. At 
the Reformation, Christianity was again drastically divided and 
between the 16th and 19th centuries,divisions were greatly 
multiplied. 
It should not be forgotten, however,that throughout the 
ages, men of irenic s,piri t tried to hold the Church together and 
even those who led branches of the Church into schism, knew that 
what they did was against the intention of our Lord. Vfuat they 
did was against their own wish and intention and very often, only 
in the face of what seemed to them intractable circu~stances. 
There have always been those who have had a Catholic, oecumenical 
outlook, who have recognised the significance of our Lord's 
Pr~er that His followers might be one. 
Nevertheless it was only during the last century that 
deliberate efforts began to be made toward the healing of the 
breaches between the Churches, by those involved in missionary 
work. It was only in the 20th century that the "Ecumenical Movement" 
became embodied in an organisation, formed by the Chuches themselves 
and not merely by the people in them, with the express and sole 
purpose of working for the visible catholioity of the Church. 
At the end of the 18th century all of England, Europe, and 
America had been deeply affected by the Evangelical Awakening . 
Owing partly to that revival of spiritual values and partly to the 
rapid colonisation of the world by the European countries and the 
1. "A History of the Ecumenical Movement." Geneva 1954. 
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consequent expansion in trade and world-wide communications, a 
swelling missionary zeal arose and issued in the establishment of 
hundreds of missionary societies which aimed at evangelising the 
"heathen". During the 19th century, missionaries in India, China, 
and Africa had to learn to co-operate with each other. Missionary 
co-operation resulted in numerous conferences, both of missionaries 
in the field and of the societies "at home", to discuss problems 
of comity, policy, and advertisement. At the conferences many 
Christians came to realize a genuine spiritual unity, and to exper-
ience the desire for a unified Church. Also, during the last half 
of the 19th century, the Student Christian Movement spread rapidly 
and became a source of ecumenical experience for many Christians. 
J .R.Mott and J.H,Oldham claim it t o have been the most important 
contributary factor to the ecumenical movement. 
No discussion of doctrine was allowed in the missionary con-
ferences but at Edinburgh in 1910, the great World Missionary Con-
ference, it was noted that Christian disunity was a real hindrance 
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to missionary effort. Directly as a result of "Edinburgh 1910", Bishop 
Brent of America initiated proceedings which led to the first World 
Conference on "Faith and Order" at Lausanne in 1927. A similar World 
Conference on "Life and Work" had been convened at Stockholm in 1925, 
largel y inspired by Nathan Soderblom. In 1948 the two "Movements" 
which ensued from those conferences joi ned forces in the World 
Council of Churches , which to-d~ operates through four divisions and 
three Commissions. The "Division of Studies" has various departments 
of which one is the "Faith and Order Department". One of the comm-
issions is on "Faith and Order" and organises the decennial conferences, 
which once were convened under the auspices of the "Faith and Order 
Movement". 
In examining the "Eucharist in Ecumenical Discussion" we shall 
have to concern ourselves with the "Fa.i th and Order" phase of the 
Ecumenical Movement's many-sided activity. The discussions held at the 
conferences and the publications produced in pr eparation for and in 
consequence of those conferences will constitute our main source of 
mater ialo 
As mentioned already, the first Faith and Order Conference 
was held at Lausanne in 1927. This was followed by those at 
Edinburgh in 1937, Lund in 1952, and Montreal in 1963. Theological 
commissions drafted preparatory volumes for the last three confer-
ences and these volumes contain valuable theological data about 
eucharistic doctrine as held by the different Churches. The Faith 
and Order Conferences and Commissions have shown certain aspects of 
the Lord's Supper to be particularly problematic. The purpose of this 
essay will be to appraise these difficulties and seek to formulate 
solutions. The difficulties include not only questions of doctrine 
but also questions such as the validity of orders, intercommunion, 
and ways of worship.It may also be noted at this point that no 
sacramental doctrine was ever officially laid down by the Church 
before the Reformation. There had of course been much discussion on 
the subject before that time, but it was in the confessional state-
ments of the Reformers and in the Tridentine formulations that 
eucharistic doctrine was first officially formulated. This is sig-
nificant because the statements made then continue to influence the 
modern discussion and also to prescribe to a great extent the stand-
points taken up by modern Christians. 
The Lausanne Conference, being the first of the series, in maD¥ 
w~s set the stage for all future discussions. It did this by out-
lining the standpoints of the different groups of Churches and the 
main agreements and divergences. For example the Bishop of Ochrida 
stated clearly the Orthodox Church's belief in seven sacraments of 
equal value and validity, and its belief that in the eucharist: 
" •••••• at the moment of the priest's invocation, God the Holy 
Spirit descends onto the bread and wine •••••• and transub-
stantiates them into Christ 's body and bloodo " ( 1) 
He also insisted on the sacrifice of Christ at ~1e eucharist in the 
sense that, at every celebration, He gives Himself to His people 
afresh as their spiritual food . 
1. Faith and Order: Lausanne 1927 . Po287. 
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Professor Bartlet, a Congregationalist, drew the distinction 
between "Catholic" and "Evangelical" types of theory. 
"By catholics I mean those who view 'the mind of Christ' 
primarily through the mean put o~ His teaching and that of 
the Apostolic writers by the anc~ent Church of the Greek and 
Latin Fathers· by Evangelicals, those who rely more on the 
direct study ~f the New Testament in its own light and usage • 11 ( 1) 
Evangelicals therefore concluded that the major significance of the 
Lord' ·s Supper is that it proclaims the redemptive death of our Lordo 
For them, the unity of the body in the shared loaf, Christ as the 
Bread of Life, Sacrifice, and the Real Presence, are later accretions 
which became associated with "the suggestive symbolism of this enacted 
parable"2 . Remaining speakers attempted to find areas of agreement 
and to expose areas of disagreement. 
The ground found to be common to all the Churches, proved to be 
that of general sacramental doctrine and of certain attitudes which 
were adopte~ by all towards the sacraments. 
Professor Lang (rleformed) pointed out that all held the sacra-
ments in deep reverence, accepted that they were partly "mysterious" 
and believed them to be inseparable from the Church. Canon Quick 
suggested that all could agree that: a ) in .the sacraments "the 
principal inward reality is a divine act"3. and b) faith and penitence 
are necessary if the sacraments are to be fully efficacious, i.e., 
there can be no strict doctrine of "ex opere operato". 
On the eucharist in particular, agreements were very vague. 
Pralat Schoell (Heformed) offered as common ground, belief in the 
eucharist as a) a feast of remembranceof Christ's sacrifice, 
b) involving a real union between ourselves and our Lord, and c) a 
feast in common fellowship. Dr. M. Hughes (Methodist) felt that it 
was highly significant that all believed in the real presence of 
Christ at the eucharist, even though they differed about the mode. 
The report on the section on the sacraments was more concrete 
1. Ibid. p . 292."Catholic" exemplified by Roman Catholics, Eastern 
Orthodox, Anglo-Catholics; "Evangelical" by most Protestants. 
2. Ibid. p. 297. 
3. Ibid. p. 306. 
though less ambitious: 
"We agree that the sacraments are of diV.ine appointment and 
that the Church ought thankfully to observe them as divine 
gifts. 
We hold that in the sacraments there is an outward sign 
and an inward grace, and that the sacraments are a means of 
grace through which God works invisibly in us. We recognise 
also that in the gifts of His grace God is not limited by 
His own sacraments." 
On the eucharist: 
"We believe that in the Holy Communion our Lord is present, 
that we have fellowship with God our Father in Jesus Christ 
His Son, our Living Lord, who is our one Bread, given for 
the life of the world, sustaining the life of all His people, 
and that we are in fellowship with all others who are united to 
Him. We agree that the Sacrament of the Lords Supper is the 
Church's most sacred act of worship, in which the Lord's 
atoning death is commemorated and proclaimed, and that it is a 
sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving .and an act of solemn 
self-oblation. "(1) 
These agreements however, were not intended to conceal the 
deep divergences which existed. Professor Bartlet's distinction 
between "Catholic" and "Evangelical" types of theology has been 
mentioned. For "Catholics11 the sacraments come before the Word, and 
their interpretations of them are rooted in the "Hellenistic" rather 
than iJJ. the "Hebraistic" tradition. Professor Lang and Pral.at Schoell 
followed this line of though~ and showed that the different types 
of interpretation were connected with fundamentally different types 
of grace. For the "Catholics" grace in the sacraments could be dif-
ferent from grace in the proclaimed or written Word, which is imposs-
ible for the "Evangelical". Grace becomes for them quasi-substantial 
so that in the sacraments the divine nature is imparted to the 
recipients; for the Evangelical it remains always a rela~onship of 
love of which the sacraments is the guarantee. Furthermore, the first 
conception of grace leads necessarily to the conclusion that the 
elements are the vehicles of grace , and a close association of the 
ideas of sacrifice and the Real Presence with them. This in turn 
necessitates "valid" ordination of the celebrant. For "Evangelicals''" 
the spiritual action of the sacrament is alone important; it fortifies 
faith and assures forgiveness and sanctification. 
1. Ibid. P• 472f. 
The truth of these conclusions was illustrated by Dr. Ashworth of 
the Baptist Communion, who emphasized the priority of the Word in 
his Church. The sacraments had to be administered in the Baptist 
Church but attendance at them was not obligatory, as salvation is 
through the Gospel and not through the sacraments. He could say 
that the Lord's Supper was maintained in its original form "to 
enable the disciples of the Lord to keep green the memory of His 
sacrifice and steep themselves in the spirit of it". 1 • 
The report succinctly summed up the differences as follows: 
"There are among us divergent views , especially as to: 1) the 
mode and manner of the presence of our 1ord; 2) the conception 
of the commemoration of the sacrifice; 3) the relation of the 
elements to the grace conveyed; 4) the relation between the 
minister of the sacrament and the validity and efficacy of the 
rite.'' (2) 
This clearly does not take account of the different views of 
the importance of the rite as a whole. 
The Lausanne Conference has been treated in some detail 
because the grounds of agreement and disagreement have not changed 
much since then. Much work has been don~however, and the centre of 
gravity of the problem of the eucharist in the ecumenical movement 
has moved from specific doctrines to "intercommunion". This does 
not mean that the specific doctrinal differences no longer are 
important, merely that they constitute part of a larger problem. 
Following the apparent importance of the nature of grace at 
Lausanne a theological commission was appointed to study "·l'he Doctrine 
of Grace". I t produced a rather controversial document, but contrary 
to expectations so great a degree of agreement was obtained at the 
World Conference i n Edinburgh i n1937 that the subject has not been 
specifically treated since. The same commission next tackled the 
topic "1'he Ministry and the Sacraments", which was the title of one 
of the study groups at the conference. A study of the r eport of that 
section shows that they had by now been able to come to closer grips 
with the problems. There is now a certain agreement expressed on the 
1.Ibid. p. 315 
2. Ibid, p. 473 
authority of the sacraments, though the Orthodox wished to stress their 
acceptance of tradition as "completing" Scripture. 1 • A certain con-
sensus was also obtained on the question of sacrifice, although this 
consensus centred upon the once-for-all sacrifice of Christ, which is 
not repeatable, and on the sacrifice of prayer made by the congregation 
at the eucharist. Thus the subtle doctrine, still held by the Orthodox, 
that the eucharist is the "extension of the only and once offered 
sacrifice of our Lord11 was relegated to a footnote. 2• 
It is, however, of interest that the question of validity of 
orders was given greater prominence at Edinburgh as, also, was that 
of intercommunion (in the report on 111i'he Unity of the Church in Life 
and Worship"). The question of differences in worship was also 
recognised in this section's report and we shall see that this field 
of discussion became all-important, eventually embracing alJ dis-
cussions an intercommunion and eucharistic doctrine. 
In preparation for the Lund Conference, commissions were appoint-
ed on "Intercommunion" and "Ways of 1Vorship"~ The fact that Christians 
could not share the fel1owship of the Lord's Supper had come to be 
recognised as a focal point of the tragic disunity of the Christian 
Church, especially meriting study. Thus a new series of discussion 
points arose beside doctrinal differences: can intercommunion pr~cede 
corporate union? should communion services be held at ecumenical 
gatherings? These of course vitally involve the earlier problems 
over doctrine, and validity of ministerial orders assumes a new 
importance. A certain overlapping of "Intercommunion" and u;,ays of 
Worship" was inevitable o.s worship must always relate to doctrine, 
and so in the report of the Ways of Worship commission the topics 
recommendedfor further study include 11the real presence" of Christ 
in the eucharist and "the eucharistic sacrifice"4. 
The commission based these recommendations on developments 
within the Liturgical Movement. This recent "movement" has become 
increasingly important for ecumenism, the eucharist accordingly 
1. "Faith and Order: ~dinburgh 1937" .e;d . L.Hodgson p.240 footnote 1. 
2. Ibid p. 245. 
3. These produced volumes under the sam~ titles. 
4. "Ways of Worship" ~d . P .Edwall, E.Hayman , Vi .D. Maxwell. 
Report II (4) , (-5) 
assuming a greater importance. 
At the Lund Conference doctrinal problem$ were not taken mud1 
further. The intercommunion sect~on's report contented itself with 
a brief outline of common ground which covered only a) memorial, 
b) the presence of C~rist in the eucharist, ~eschatological fellow-
ship in the eucharist. 1. 
After Lund the whole study was gathered under the title: 
11'dorship and the Oneness of Christ's Church". At the iJontreal 
Conference in 1963 the section of the same title was able to report: 
11
,/e have also been aware of a growing consensus in regard to the two 
great acts of sacramental worship. 11 2• 'rhis acknowledges the great 
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progress made in the study of sacramental doctrine since Lausanne 1927, 
but the degree of progress must not be dissociated from the still 
distant StandpOintS Of 11CatholiCS11 and 11J!.'va.ngelicals" f whether thiS 
be owing to prejudice or not. In recommendations to the Central Com-
mittee of the W.C.C. on communion services at ecumenical gatherings, 
the same section note~ that the volume "Intercommunion" remained a 
standard reference work for doctrinal differences. 
~o study the eucharist in the context of the Ecumenical Movement 
thus conveniently places it where one may best appreciate the problems 
currently being faced in this act of sacramental worship. It would 
appear ~1at the major points of dissension which arise are as follows: 
1. Grace- its nature and communication; 
2. The real presence of Christ in the eucharist - which involves 
the doctrine of transubstantiation; 
3. The eucharist and sacrifice; 
4. Intercommunion before corporate union; 
5. 'l'he validity of the orders of the celebrant; 
6. The eucharist and worship. 
These topics will be discussed in the following chapters . 
1. "The Fourth World Conference om. Faith and Order" O.Tomkins. p.53 
2.uFaitb and Order Findings" P. S. Minear Heport of Section IV. 
SECTION I 
U.B.AC.ci, THE .rl~AL PRES:i!:l1JCE .AND SAC:i:UFICE 
Th~s section will be concerned with the three doctrinal topics 
which make up the title. 'l'hey have been grouped together for two 
reasons. First, they are closely related and therefore not easily 
amenable to separate treatment; and secondly they constitute the 
chief spe:::it·ically doctrinal problellls so t"ar ~s ecumenism is concerned, 
and should therefore ·oe separated from questions such as the validity 
of orders and intercommunion, even though they are not unconnected 
with tnese matters. 
Chapter 2 
T.l:le Eucharist as a .liJeans of Grace 
In his study ol' the eucharist 1·F.j· .Leenhardt treats "The Grace 
of the Sacrament" last of all. He describes the discussion of real 
presence and sacrifice as similar to a long climb up the slopes of a 
mountain. When they have been clarified the summit of the mountain 
has been attained and the "interior reality" of the sacrament may 
be contemplated: 
"The doctrine which we have sought to define should now allow 
us to discover what is, in the final analysis, the only thing 
which really interests us, namely the grace wh~ch Jesus has 
attached to the Paschal Sacrament, the interior reality of the 
Sacrament, that which He aims to produce in the believer." (2) 
It is doubtful, however, that grace is any more the "interior 
reality" of the eucharist than either the real presence of Christ 
the Host or lhs sacri1·ice wnich the sacrament; represents. It is also 
a moo·tj point whetller these two doctrines govern the doctrine of 
grace. I rather t·eel that the nature of grace should be clearly before 
us oerore tne real presence or sacrifice can be discussed. It may also 
be rel. terated. tnat ·tnis question is no longer a crucial one in ecu-
me:aical discussions. Nevert.iJ.eless attepted definition of' the nature 
of grace has in the pas·t caused deeprooted divergences in doctrine 
1. "Essays in tne 1\J.ru.'.., Supper" O.C-'ullman & F.J.Leenhardt. 
which have in turn given rise to differences in practice not easily 
eradicated. 
We have to deal as usual with two overall classifications of 
opinion viz. the "Catholic" and the "Evangelical". These terms , 1used 
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by Professor Bartlet at Lausanne, are particularly useful as the lines 
of division are not confined to specific Churches but cut across 
denominational boundaries. There are those in most Churches who tend 
toward the "Catholic" viewpoint, and those who tend toward the "Evan-
gelical" position. 
There has always been a great deal of misunderstanding of the 
Catholic doctrine. The Catholics have been accused of being nmystical" 
and "magical", and of "materialism". Thus it has been said that they 
regard grace as quasi-substantial, something which ·can be procured by 
the correct performance of the eucharist. Leonard Hodgson has tried 
to expose such misunderstandings of the doctrine of "ex opere operato"o 
Both Catholics and Protestants have been anxious to defend true 
doctrine, but have treated doctrines which should be "held in tension" 
as "dialectically opposed", as though one must be held and the other 
rejected. Both recognise that: 
"1. Man's salvation is God's gift freely given ••••••• 
2o Man's relation to God is a personal and ethical relation •••• 
3. Being God'·s free gift., salvation is not in any sense earned 
by man or received as a reward of merit."(2) 
Proposition 2o sums up the notion that men can never be automatically 
saved but always retain their freedom and responsibili t.y and 3 stresses 
that, even so, God acts preveniently in every salvation. These two 
doctrines are fundamental to the Christian faith but are inevitably 
"dialectically opposed" - they must be accept ed on faith until "we know 
as we are knovm"o Unfortunately, however, if the firs t is overstressed, 
pelagianism ( the doctrine that man can play a part in his own salvation) 
seems to follow, while if the second is overstressed one is l ed into 
absolute predestination fo r God is made to appear as one who bestows 
His favours descriminately and independently of the response of meno 
1. First ¢hapter p.3 . {above ) 
2. "The Grace of God in Faith and Philosophy" p. 33. 
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In their defence of the first pole of this dilemma the Catholics, to 
avoid falling into pelagianism, developed the doctrine of Sacramental 
grace ex opere operato - God is the one who acts in Salvation. To avoid 
the danger of predestination they demanded "penitence and fa.i. th" on the 
part of man, though this degenerated into the dangerous doctrine of merit. 
The Protestants, however, rejected the ex opere operato solution 
as''materialisation of grace" which by the 16th century was true, and 
insisted on justification by free grace through faith. To protect them-
selves from pelagianism they had to say that faith, too, is a gift of 
God; but this solution failed because its logical consequence is pre-
destination. Calvin did not try to avoid this conclusion. 
Hodgson then goes on to say that while the dilemma thus reached 
is never solvable in this life, it is not paradoxical or philosophically 
absurd. He attempts, however, to make a "contribution toward the solution"1 
by a theory of grace based to some extent on modern scientific and 
philosophical knowledge. The gist of this argument is as follows: 2• God's 
creation consists of modes of existence at differing levels of intellig-
ibility. The highest mode and therefore the most intelligible, is that 
of personal relations. (Buber would say "I - Thou relationships") At this 
level of existence there can be "help" which does not destroy freedom. 
One man may influence another for the good, yet he may not do so against 
the man's will, but only with his trust.Neither does this mean that the 
man being helped loses his freedom - he in fact becomes more free. Thus 
we may derive a doctrine of grace which maintains that God saves us 
without destroying our freedom, although we have in no wise done anything 
towards that salvation ourselves. "Grace i s the technical term for that 
divine help which enables a man to be and do what otherwise would be 
impossible for him. n3o 
So far so good, but now Hodgson launches into the more doubtful 
part of this exposition. God is creator of the universe at all levels. 
He has made the physical and the personal, and we are made up of both: 
1. Ibid. P• 166. 
2. Ibid, P• 151.ff. 
3. Ibid. P• 154. 
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being of the physical world, yet simultaneously at the 'front' of 
God's creative activity and thus also having personality. Most often 
the subpersonal in us has the upper hand and we strive continually 
and without success to be fully personal. But God alone can make us 
fully personal and that by an act of grace similar to His general 
creative activity. We come to the sacrament feeble and offering poor 
response to God, and so : 
"my faith has to be shown in trusting God through Christ to give 
me all the subpersonal growth I need to constitute me a person 
and enable me to make the personal response of faith . .. (1) 
This sentence is crucial and displays certain flaws in the theory. 
Hodgson several times rejects any tendency to regard grace as "a some-
thing ... 
n 'God's grace' is God in action regarded under the aspect of 
Helper, as God's love is God in action regarded under the 
aspect of Lover. His grace can no more be 'reified' than His 
love.n(2) 
And again: 
"We reject uncompromisingly any conception of grace, sacramental 
or otherwise, which would think of it a something given by God 
to be appropriated by us. "(3) 
Nevertheless it is hard to admit that he is not in fact doing 
so. He seems to distinguish between types of grace. On the one hand 
there is creative grace and on the other salvation grace. He claims 
that Catholic sacramentalism acknowledges this. First this seems 
dangerous in that it denies the singleness of God's grace and second 
it calls grace what we normally call God' s power. Certainly God's 
creative activity must be gracious in the same sense as His saving 
activity is gracious, but in making the distinction between "activities" 
we dare not sug~est that each is associated with a type of grace. 
Hodgson appears to have done this and the one 'type of grace ' is what 
we usual l y term God ' s power. We shall see that grace involves the 
exercise of God' s power, but that this equation of grace with power 
i s not permissible, and once made leads on inevitably to "materialism". 
E'ur thermore in attempting to hold his two "dialect ically opposed" 
doctrines, and desiring to include just ification by faith without 
1 .& 2. Ibid. p. 154. 
3. Ibid. p. 173. 
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falling into predestination, in the quot&tion given above Hodgson says 
tha,t we must "show faith" that God will constitute us persons, thus 
enabling us to respond in faith. He has criticized the Protestant 
doctrine for standing for an exoEere OEerato view of faithJ• i.e. that 
faith is given by God in much the same way as grace is given ~oEere 
OEerato in the Catholic sacramental theory, but here he himself seems 
to be suggesting two kinds of faith - one responsive, the other ~ 
OEere operata. 
It is true that Catholics have been much misunderstood on the 
subject of grace and that "~2E._.OEere OJ2erato" and "merit" doctrines 
appeared innocently in the discussion about predestination and free-will. 
Nevertheless, just as Hodgson has been led into implying that grace is 
a power, we find deeply entrenched in the Catholic tradition the idea 
that grace is a somethin; infused into the human soul by God. For the 
early scholastics and St. Bernard grace was largely the favour of God 
freely bestowed in salvation, and certainly not counter to the consent 
of the human will. Grace is the outgoing operation of God's love. 2• 
Peter Lombard seemed to identify love and the Holy Spirit with grace. 
Hugh St Victor had insisted that a sacrament is "the visible form of 
the invisible grace conveyed" and not merely as Augustine had said, 11a 
simple sign of a sacred thing", 3 • and Lombard accepting this, added that 
as "vehicles" of grace the sacraments "caused11 sanctification. This con-
ception of grace as a something became more pronounced in Albertus Magnus 
and his pupil, St. Thomas. For Albertus grace was that whereby God 
lifted man to perfect personality to enable him to have fellowship with 
God. It was a "mysterious spiritual something". 4·rn St. Thomas it 
becomes "a gift from God to man, a'·somewhat coming from His love; 
infused and stimulative of the faculties of the human spirit ," and finally 
"The gift of grace is naught else than a kind of participation i n the 
Divine Nature."5.The idea of "infusion" was at Trent finally recognised 
when that council accepted that,"the grace of justification11 being 
"infused" i nto the soul - at baptism - t he recipient was made righteous; 
he had not merely had righteousness imputed to him. · 
1.Ibid. p. 31. 
2. See F .Gavin: "The Medieval and :Modern Roman Conceptions of Grace" in 
II 
The Doctrine o:f Grace. 11 Ed. W. Vihi tley pp.136 -142. 
3.Ibid.p.144. 4.Ibid.p.146. 5. Ibid. p. 147. 
With the establishment of the sacramental system, the Roman 
Catholic Church never lost the notion that in a sacrament something 
happens -in fact something passes between God and man. Even though it 
avoided any suggestion of predestination1"by insisting on the need for 
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faith and penitence, the sacrament became the meana or channel of saving 
"grace11 o Consequently it was not difficult for "the Church" t hrough its 
ministry to become the "dispenser"2"of grace, a.nd for "extra ecclesiam 
nulla salus" to become the claim of the Church, where"the Church" meant 
the Roman Church. 
This objectification of grace was not altogether escaped by the 
Reformers. To-day we all accept in our theological vocabulary, such 
phrases as "healir15· streams of grace", "receiving grace", "grace flowing", 
"abundant grace", without question. They all belong to the idea of grace 
as a something, and, if they are used metaphorically, this should be made 
clear. 
Luther, indeed, did regard grace as "a disposition, a merciful 
will, on God's part",3·The great emphasis of the Reformers, however, was 
on justification by faith- a faith as freely given as justification to 
those who turn to God in penitence. And Luther is consumed with the 
dynamic conception of God- it is God who acts in the redemption of man. 
"Grace is described as the epitome of the personal activity of God in 
revelation and salvation.•A•yet this concern that grace should be that 
in God which either itself acts, or makes God act, with favour, towards 
man, leads Luther to use the term in another peculiar sense: "the grace 
of God never thus co~xists in idleness , but is a living, moving , and 
active spirit"5 ·calvin, while in general using grace in the same way as 
c. 
Luther, also connected it with Revelation. Choisy0 ·defines grace in 
Calvin as "the Sovereignty of God manifesting itself in the world." Thus 
grace becomes revelation, and as there is a general and a special revel-
ation so there is a general and special grace. So it would seem that even 
1. See p. 10 above. 
2. Ibid. p. 175-
3· Ibid . P• 151. 
4. H.Hermelink Ibid. p. 178. 
5· Quoted by Hermelink . Ibid . P• 178. 
6. See Choisy. Ibid. p. 228. 
in the Reformers there is a deal of confusion in the use of this term, 
but the stress laid by Luther on personality and God's activity, though 
neither exclusive to him nor first propabated by him, has been taken up 
in this century. 
The idea that grace belongs essentially to the realm of personal 
relationships and cannot exist apart from them is ·the first fundaxnental 
of any satisfactory explication of the meaning of the term. H.J. i{other-
spoon has given an excellent exposition of the scriptural development 
of the term grace. 1'rn the Old Testament the equivalents for i t are 
"cheseth" and "-chen". The first is most frequent and means kindness, 
mercy, pity, compassion; "chen" means favour undeservedly bestowed. In 
the New Testament Paul's usage becomes normative, beine adopted by 
Peter and James and probably Luke and John. Paul takes the Greek word 
ttcharis" - used to translate "chen" in t~1e LXX - and adapts it for his 
own theological purposes. •rhis word in classical Greek referred to 
graciousness of character, of gesture or movement. It was therefore 
intended to be used in an aesthetic sense. But it came to be used, in-
stead of for physical charm, for moral charm. 
"Always there goes wi·th the word the feeling of spontaneity of 
bestowal - the beauty is that of generosity - it is largesse 
without thought of deserving or of earning or of return."(2) 
St . Paul uses the term in four theological senses: 
nrt is that in the Divine nature which leads God t o bestow on 
man a salvation which originates in himself and proceeds only 
by His operation; next it i s the specif ic principle of Di¥ine 
action accomplishing our rescue ••• ; then it is the salvation 
itself, the pardon, the release ..• ; and lastly it is the forth-
flowering of power fro~ ~od to give effect to His loving purpose 
i n Christ, enerJising in the soul itself by the influx to it of 
the Holy Jpirit, to transform the nature of the subject ••• " (3) 
This multiple usage of St . Paul is probably responsible for a 
great deal of our present confusion. dotherspoon chooses the last sense 
as the important one - grace "as meani ng ultimately the Divine force 
exerted by the Holy Spirit" .4· He goes on to expound this important 
notion and decides that it i s central to the doctrine of grace. By the 
1."Tb.e Religious Values in the Sacraments" chs. 2&3. 
2. Ibid. p. 66. 
3. Ibid. p. 66 . 
4. Ibid. p. 67. 
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Spirit Christ somehow penetrates the human spirit to effect the change 
we call salvation. 
"Such penetration of Spirit is conceivable only for Spirit; the 
possibility of it lies at the root of the idea of grace. The 
idea of grace in the soul is always the idea of the Holy Spirit 
(and therefore of Christ) operative there. " (1) 
Like Hodgson, Wotherspoon rejects therefore the idea that grace 
can ever be "a substantial ens separable from its source". "It is 
known to us only as a presence, as the operation in us of a presence, 
and as the result of that operation." 2• Like Luther he is concerned 
with the effects of God's grace upon us. Later he refers to grace as 
11empowering'11 , and he quotes Professor W.P.Paterson and Bishop Temple 
as holding that regeneration involves an infusion of power and that 
the spirit empowers. But then he takes the step of agreeing with Paget 
"grace is an energy" ; Bright - "grace is a force in the spiritual 
order" ; Mozley - "grace is a power". 3. 
While one must agree that God's gracious activity in salvation 
definitely includes the sendins of the Holy Spirit and the empowering 
of man "to will and to do" , to suggest that grace is either the Holy 
Spirit or power is to come very close to the idea that it is na some-
thing". Yii th Leenhardt we must say; 
"'roo often emphasis has been laid on such formulae as these: 
the sacrament contains grace; it transmits it; the sacrament 
is the vehicle of grace, its 'channel' ." (4) 
But it seems that 11otherspoons doctrine can easily accommodate such 
expressions and should accordingly be suspect. It is cert ain that 
neither Wotherspoon nor anyone else really intends to suggest that 
grace is "a something separable from its source", yet to use such 
h.nguage is to give that appearance. 
We are concerned here with grace and the sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper . The "Catholic" type of sacramental theology emphasises that in 
tha sacrament something happens, and the suggestion is that it is a 
process of transference of grace interpreted as power to save, forgive 
etc."Protestant" theology wishes to emphasise that salvation is free 
1 • Ibid. p. 74. 
2. Ibid. p. 75. 
4· "Essays in the Lord 's Supper" O.Gullmann & F.J.Leenhardt. p. 79. 
3. Ibid. P• 81. 
and unmerited and involves our "rightwising" in the sense of our being 
made right in our personal relationship with God. Now it is here that 
Wotherspoon's stress on the activity of the Spirit is very valuable. We 
dare not, as the Eastern Orthodox Churches have always insisted, omit to 
recognise that God graciously sends His Spirit in the sacrament. We shall 
see that this is 1he root idea of the "real presence". Something does 
happen - God by His Spirit empowers or lifts a man from the depths of 
sin. But to say that grace is m1at is imparted is to confuse categories 
and lose sight of the personal aspect of the action. St .Paul himself, 
according to Wotherspoon, seems to have confused grace and the Spirit, 
but Paul was notoriously inconsistent in his terminology and we need 
not follow him in this failing. D.I.I. Baillie 1• has shown by a particularly 
valuable illustration how we might interpret the gracious sacramental 
activity of God in personal terms. A new nursemaid wins the trust of 
her charge by coaxing, kindness, and graciousness. She does not "make" 
the child trust her, or give him the faith he soon has in her, yet in 
some sense, in the interaction of personalities, she has by her grace 
enabled him to have that faith. So too in the sacrament, the Father 
graciously offers Himself to us. If we respond to His gra~e we are empower-
ed, yet we do not lose any freedom in the response. It is still our 
faith by W1ich we respond and yet it is possible only because of His 
"prevenient" grace. Within such a framework we may even find that it 
is possible to speak of the grace of God being ~mparted'To one entering 
into a relationship with Him. Inthis sense grace remains essentially 
a personal quality, yet may, as such a person recognises that God's 
grace within the relationship involves His condescending favour, and as 
he sees its beauty, wonder and desirability, evoke from him a similar 
grace, Which is capable of being turned towards others. i~is will bring 
to the sacrament an ethical connection which many have wished to stress. 
This formulation could perhaps be accused of being Pelagian or of being 
suggestive of an "exemplary" theory of the atonement, but this can be 
countered by pointing out that it is God who comes to men offering 
salvation, and it is He who engenders in us the ability to act in faith 
1. "The Theology of the Sacraments". 
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as in Baillie's illustration. 
Thus the category of personal relationships seems to carry us 
beyond the dispute about materialisation and predestination. This does 
not mean that grace becomes "a personal relationship" which is another 
distortion not unknown to-day. Rather grace is of t he nature of the 
relationship. Finally we should not lose sight of the emphasis which we 
saw in Luther and Wotherspoon - that God in His grace is active. Part of 
the meaning of "God is gracious" is nGod acts first (preveniently) in the 
salvation of men." It is not merely an aesthetic estimate of God's 
character, but connotes all the rich knowledge we have of God through 
Christ - of His love, favour and searching after men. 
The purpose of this chapter has been to outline briefly the kind 
of theology of grace which is likely to be most useful in the interpreta-
tion of the sacraments of Holy Communion. With these ideas as a back-
ground we may now proceed to the discussion of specific issues in eucharistic 
theology. 
Chapter 3 
The Real Pre.sence of Christ in the Eucharist 
We come now to what is probably the most complex of the problems 
associated with the eucharist. In the Lund Conference report the 
significant statement is made: 
"There are those among us who deeply regret that the discussion 
of the eucharist has concentrated on this sacrificial aspect. 
In their opinion the main issue is the real bodily presence of 
the crucified and risen Lord and our receiving of His body and 
blood." (1) 
It was chiefly Lutherans who insisted on this note, but i t appears 
to have been an important opinion for there are grave difficulties which 
persist in r egard to the real presence. The opinion is further ratified 
by the statement appearing in the report that: "a measure of understand-
ing, which none of us could have anticipated, on the problem of the 
sacrificial element in the Holy Communion (has been reached)". 2• 
The real presence raises not only the dusty conflict over trans-
substantiation, but also related problems such as devotions before the 
reserved elements, and in fact tile very nature of the gift we receive 
in the sacrament, which involves in turn the nature of sacrifice. It has 
already been stated that grace, real presence, and sacrifice are closely 
related. Aulen (a Lutheran) devotes a long passage to demonstrate from 
the New Testament that the "presence of the living Lord is inseparably 
connected with the sacrifice of Christ"3., and we shall find that this 
is indeed so, but in the sense that one cannot separate the presence 
of the Risen Christ from the present eff icacy of His once-for-all 
sacrifice. rrhus it would seem permissi.ble if indeed not necessary for 
the sake of clarity ·co distinguish between these two aspects of the 
eucharist. 
There is an extraordinary a~ount of confusion and misunderstanding 
on the question of the real presence. To a large degree, the confusion 
originates in the strained ru1d peculiar use to which language has been 
put in this discussion. It often appears that, in the attempt to recon-
cile views or doctrines which are apparently contradictory, language is 
distorted and abused until little meaning can be derived from the 
1. "1'he Third World Conference on Faith and Order11 Ed. O.S.Tomkins p.43 
2. Ibid. p. 42 
3. "Eucharist and Sacrifice11 pp. 155-165. 
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so-called t heological pronouncements which result. That this is not 
an unfair judgement ist shown by the fact that theologians so often 
close their remarks on the subject by insisting that we are dealing 
here with "mystery". The doctrines are held to be "mystical", concerned 
with things which cannot be expressed in common language. 
1~ow without wishing to be unduly sceptical, and while recognising 
that in the Christian faith the realm of certitude often fades into 
that of mystery, it seems that at this point of the real presence of 
Christ in the celebration of the eucharist, we must be extremely care-
ful before announcing that we have reached the boundary between knowledge 
and "mystery". In particular such words as "symbol" and "sacramental", 
"body and blood" and"substance" require clear definition. There is often 
a fear of being classified as a "symbolist" or 11virtualist;J, a fear 
rooted in old prejudices and which is entirely unnecessary and unnatural. 
At the same time the t·~rm "sacrainentalist" or "sacramentarian" (which 
originally meant the same as "virtualist") is equally feared by others. 
Fortunately, probably llnder the influence of analytic philosophy and 
the emphasis on semantic study now popular, it would seem that today 
there is a tendecy to look behind terms to what is meant. Very often, 
however, this is a disconcerting process and therefore mistrusted by 
those who, while holding onto traditional terms, also perpetuate untenable 
and outmoded doctrines. The object here will be to show that behind the 
obscure terminology there is often a basic but unperceived agreement 
close enough to allow their co-existence in one Church. 
A broad division into two groups of opinions is recoenisable. On 
the one side, there are those who hold that the presence is connected 
in some special way with the elements, affirming that C0!1Secration 
"really changes them"; on the other hand, there are those who deny this 
and affirm only a II special presence in the hearts and souls of faithful 
worshippers" . 1· The first group includes those who hold transubstantia-
tion or consubstantiation, the second those who hold "receptionism11 or, 
1. O.C.\:illick nr.rhe Christian Sacraments". p. 205. 
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simply, that the eucharist is a "simple11 sign or symbol. In terms 
classically associated with the Reformation the first group believes 
in the "real presence", the second does not. 
"But, 11 as Quick puts it, nin view of the ambiguity of this 
unfortunate term, it is important to observe that neither do 
those who affirm the doctrine doubt the necessity for spiritual 
faith as a condition of receiving the benefit of the sacrament, 
nor do those who deny the doctrine question the full objective 
reality of Christ's presence in a spiritual mode. Thereis as 
little ground for an accusation of magic in the one case, as 
there is for an accusation of'subjectivism' in the other. 11 (1) 
Transubstantiation affirms that upon consecration a change is 
wrought in the elements which is such that the bread and wine become 
"in substance" the Body and Blood of Christ. Consubstantiation affirms 
that the one "substance" is added to the other. According to receptionism 
there is no change in the elements, and virtualism, mediating, posits 
change in that the elements are consecrated to new purpose: " as used 
in the sacrament they have the 'virtue' of Christ's Body and Blood11 2• 
It is immediately apparent that the words 'substaace' and 'body' 
' blood' are being used in an unusual way. The problem is further intens-
ified when it is stated specifically that these terms are not being used 
metaphorically but represent objective realities. It is comparatively 
simple to follow what theologians mean when they maintain that the 
sacrament is a bare symbol - representing certain truths - so in what 
follows we shall examine first the origin of the idea of the real presence 
in the sense of some 11o'bjec-Gi ve11 presence. 
It is convenient first to follow Gore's argument in which he pro-
vides much evidence from patristic and medieval sources.3· He points out 
that we are concerned with two fundamentally different conceptions of 
the sacrament , which align themselves with the two groups distinguished 
above . According to the first something happens and we receive something 
in the sacrament, which is not necessarily totally or consciously 
apprehended by the worshipper. According to the second view, what happens 
can only occur if the worshipper 'has faith', in what appears to be a 
limiting sense . Gore makes out the case ti:1at the first - the 11instrument-
1. Ibid.p.205. 
2. Ibid. p .206. 
3."The Body of Christ" C.Gore. 
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alist 11 view has always been central to the Christian faith. Those who 
hold this theory believe that the sacrament is causal in nature - it is 
not merely symbolic.::.l of what may happen - in fact we cannot know all 
that we receive in the sacrament. The efficacy of its action only fails 
vmen we deliberately flout its inf luence upon us. ~bis is not of course 
to say that penitence and faith are not required - on the contrary they 
are necessary if the sacrament is to be fully "efficacious". 
·,ihat then is it that we receive when we celebrate the eucharist? 
Gore states that the fundamental idea has always been that "the flesh 
and blood of Christ • • mean a gift ••• a heavenly food given by God to 
man."1• The main Biblical reference relevant to this view is John 6, 
where Jesus insists that He is the ".dread of Lifen and that they "must 
eat His flesh and drink His blood" if they wish to have eternal life. 2• 
Gore then points out that i n John6:60-64, Jesus 0uards against any 
gross interpretation of His words by saying, "the Spirit alone gives 
life, the flesh is of no avail" . 3. Gore then makes what appears to be 
the fundamental step of t he whole argument for objectivism in the 
eucharist, when he states of Christ: 
"But none the less, He plainly means them to understand that, in 
some sense, His manhood is to be imparted to those who believe 
in Him, and fed upon as a _Erinciple of new and eternal life. "(4) 
To further emphasise this he quotes ~estcott in a footnote: 
"The phrase 'to eat the flesh of Christ' expresses therefore, 
as perhaps no other language could express, the Great truth 
that Christians · are made partakers of the hwJ.an nature of their 
Lord which is united in one to the divine nature, that He imparts 
to us now, and that we can receive into our own manhood, some-
thing of His manhood, which may be the seed, so to speak, of the 
glorified bodies in v1hich we shall hereafter behold Him. "(5) 
'fhe gift then is of "the whole of Christ". G-ore suggests further 
that we may think of Christ's flesh as "the spiritual principle or 
essence of His manhood, as distinguished from i ts material constituents" 
and of His blood as "according to the Old i'estament idea, ' the life 
thereof' ".6 ·Be that as it may, "in some sense it is the manhood 
1 • Ibid. p . 23 
2. John 6:35, 53&54. 
3. John 6:63. 
4. Ibid. p . 24 (words underlined italicised by Gore) 
5. Ibid. P· 24 . 
o. Ibid . p . 25 
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which must be meant by the flesh and blood". 1• As he puts it later: 
"The gift of the eucharist is precisely that gift of the flesh, 
or body, and blood of Christ - the Spiritual principle and life 
of Christ's manhood, inseparable from His whole living self •.• "(2) 
This he claims is what has never been disputed. The controversial 
matter has always been the relation of this gift to the elements. He 
then proceeds to show that Hooker, ';/aterland, t he Reformers, the Eastern 
and ·v/estern Fathers are in substantial agreement, although various other 
Fathers - Origen, Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus, et al, did not concur 
in this. The importance of this discussion about the eift is that if we 
indeed receive in the sacrament Christ's "very body and blood", then we 
cannot dispute }lis presence there. Nevertheless we have not gone far if 
we do not understand the meanings of "body" a.'1d .Dblood" in this context. 
If they mean the "spiritual principle of His manhood", in what sense is 
this "objective"? 'ifuat, indeed, does this mean when all metaphorical 
interpretations are specifically 'out of court'? The problem becomes acute 
when we ask the question about the relation of the gift to the elements 
in the eucharist . Here it is hit;hly significant to ask "\!"hat is the 
nature of the body and the blood which we receive?" because very clearly 
we eat bread and drink wine at the celebration. The insistence is that we 
receive Christ in toto, and by this is meant "in the body and blood which 
He has always possessed, the very body and blood in whichChrist lived 
and died and rose and ascended", only now it is "bestowed on us in a 
spiritual and heavenly manner". 3· But how does this body and blood relate 
to the elements? The solution , of course, is one of those 'mysteries' 
of which we have already spoken: 
"by the consecration of the portions of bread and wine which have 
been solemnly set apart or offered, the spiritual c;ift of Christ's 
body and blood is, in some way, attached to these elements ••• 
before they are eaten and druru{en, and independently of such 
eating and drinking". (4) 
Again, on consecration the elements "become sacramentally identified 
with t he body and blood of C'nrist". 5 • 
1 • Ibid. p. 25. 
2. Ibid. p. 49. 
3. Ibid. p. 61. 
4. Ibid. p. 72 (empnasis mine). 
5· Ibid. p. 73. 
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"It expresses the belief that prior to reception and independ-
ently of the faith of the individual, the body and blood of 
Christ are made present 'under the forms of 1 bread and wine, 
or in some real though undefined way identified with them."(1) 
Gore insists that this "doctrine of the objective real presence" 
has always been the central doctrine of the Church, and proceeds to 
demonstrate by referring to the Fathers and some liturgies. 
"Certainly Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, 
Cyril of Alexandria, Chrysostom, Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine, 
Leo, believed that present in the eucharist, in some not easily 
definable relation to the bread and wine, was the body and blood 
of the glorified Christ, indiscerptible from the whole self."(2) 
Quite clearly an impasse has been reached. l1bile on the one hand 
it is insisted that the gift - Christ Himself in His totality (whatever 
that may mean) - is objectively present, on the other hand it is not 
possible to describe the nature of the "objective presence". It is assoc-
iated with the elements, yet not localised in them. It is spiritual says 
Gore, and yet it is "profoundly real". 3• "He condescends to use material 
means, the sacramental elements, yet He is never subject to them. ,.4. 
But "spiritual" now becomes a sort of ~ium_gatherum term which accom-
modates a variety of conceptions. There can be a 11Spiritual body11 such 
as we find in :Paul,5. and yet a "spiritual presence" can mean a presence 
11to certain persons for certdn purposes"~·which appears to deny object-
ivity. It is still almost impossible to understand what is going on: has 
this talk any 'cash value'? 
The important point to gather from all this is that there is a 
deeprooted conviction that in the eucharist Christ is presented "object-
ively" in all His humanity as taken up into glory at the Ascension to 
those who will receive. This 'really ' happens. Unfortunately this view 
cannot be explained if symbolic or metaphorical language is not permitted. 
It is a view which must be stated dogmatically but, ):!aving done t his, 
such speculations as Gore presents about the spiritual nature of the 
presence are indeed , as he admits himself, dim and hazy.7·The insistence 
1 . Ibi d . p. 7 4. 
2. Ibid. p. 110. 
3. Ibid, p. 124. 
4. Ibid. p . 131. 
5 . I Corinthians 15 
6. Gore Op. Cit . p . 134. 
7• Ibid. p. 153-154. 
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on an "objective" presenc.) has similarly become a necessary part of any 
tenable doctrine of the eucharist for the vast majority of theologians, 
even though it appears to be impossible precisely to explain what is meant 
by the ter:n. We turn to some other theologians now to see that many 
are in similar straits. \lotherspoon ' · for example, says: 
"Agreement may be assumed that in the sacra.ment Christ Himself is 
the Giver; that the Holy Spirit is the medium of His action; that 
the gift is of His body and blood for our spiritual nourishment."(1) 
'rhen again, in explanation he continues: 
"No part of the historic church is sacramentarian2'in its authorised 
teachin&: everywhere it is held by Geneva and Scotland, by Anclican 
and by Lutheran formulas, as emphatically by antiquity, by the 
Orthodox and the East generally and by .i.tomanism - that tne Body 
and Blood are given, and that their reception is intimately iden-
tified with reception of the elements, and that their reception is 
objective and actual. Controversy enters only with efforts to explain 
and to philosophise, which are not normally the occupation of the 
mind in the act of communicating."(3) 
It is hardly enough to fall back on belief and faith at such a point, 
without "philosophising11 • The difficulty is that men are not and never 
have been satisfied to do this without trying also to understand what they 
do. Is it possible to derive full benefit from the sacra;nent if in fact 
we are"doing it blind"? This is to raise the further question whether tile 
effect of the sacrament is limited by the intellectual capacity of the 
worshipper. No-one would wish to su.egest that - it could de~enerate into 
a type of cnosticism - yet can the theologian simply relax and say, "We 
must do what we have been commanded to do, and simply have faith t hat 
"something 11 is accomplished within us?" 
The Orthodox Churches of the east have always insisted on mystery 
in most doctrines. The real presence is no exception. The Orthodox believe 
in an objective change in the elements , yet not in the precise "transub-
stantiationist" sense that the l\omans do. They claim that an objective 
chan;;e takes place , but this miracle is, they hold, beyond hw.tan under-
standing and if .Jan attempts to formulate it, he risks "sacrificine; himself 
to his own thoucht and illusion". 4 • •rf.te "tnetabole" is closely connected 
to the gathered Church within which alone the cha115e CGl'l take place, by 
the action of t.i1e :.coly Spirit, at the i!;piclesis . 
1. Ibid. p. 274. 
2. Sacramentarian :.ueans here: the denyinc of the lteal Presence by the 
assertion that the eucharist i s bare symbol. 
. " 3. J:b:i_d, p. 276. 4. N. A. Nisiotis 11)1orship, Eucharist and Intercommun1.on• 
;3i\iv._dia 1i"iturgica Vol. II No.3. p.207 
i.Tystery here becomes so final that faith beco.nes all-important: 
"The answer to the ' how' and 'what' of the miracle i s eiven only 
by the miracle itself. 'This is my body, this is my blood' is the 
maxi:num expression that faith alone CGJ:l :: coJ.!lp~eherid • The Orthodox 
'change' is not an effort to explain a miracle but, following the 
central idea of the offerinb of the bloodless sacrifice in the form 
of thanksgiving, reminds us that tnis 'chanee' takes place by the 
descent of the Holy Spirit as Paraclete who effects Itt~' (1) 
So once a.::;a.in we must have faith that we receive the "very body and 
blood of Christ" in some mysterious way. :t.Tetaphor and symbol are still 
denied as they imply that there is no reality in the act, 
The determination to have an objective presence - which is not to 
be explained as merely symbolised to the imagination - is everywhere 
apparent. The element:.> do not simply si(1nify the presence of Christ, but 
carry it and 'cause' it. 
According to Aulen, Luther did not in fact hold the doctrine which 
has been called consubstantiation. That doctrine is concerned with 
speculations about how Christ was present in the bread and wine - which 
were foreign to Luther. In fact he broke from the Hedieval "substance"-
accidents philosophy" by developing his doctrine of the ubiquity .of 
Christ. ·.l'hus: 
"It is the glorified Christ,, the one 'everywhere present', who 
according to his word has connected his presence with the bread 
and wine, and who thereby actualises h::S sacrifice and makes it 
present."(2) 
Aulen is concerned to show that the real presence is in Luther equivalent 
to the presence of His sacrifice, but the significant point here is that 
the •connection" of the presence to the elements is a::-ain extremely va.e;ue. 
This is clarified somewhat where Aulen says: 
"It is essential for him (Luther) that the gift is given in a tangible 
and visible manner, so that it becomes clear that it is really a 
gift and not only thoughts w.nich we may have during the celebration. 
If we despise the fact that the gift comes to us in this internal 
form, it indicates that we have a conception of anamnesis as a 
mere recollection of the absent Lord and his redemptive act in 
the past."(3) 
There is nevertheless something of the nobjectivist" dilemma here, 
The first sentence comes very close to admitting of the symbolical point 
of view, yet the second insists that the "external form" is absolutely 
1. N.A.Nissiotis . Ibid. p. 212. 
2, G.Aulen Op.ci t. p. 91 . 
3. Aulen. Ibid. p. 93. 
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necessary if we are not to fall into "mere recoll ,)ctiOLl~'. Why must any 
worship without symbols deny a real presence? 
O.C.Quick1"outlines what is probably as nearly satisfactory a 
theory as can be expressed. Yet here too there is the definite and 
explicit requirement of objectivity. In criticizing receptionism he says, 
that on this theory the eucharist becomes a dramatic parable, relying on 
its expressiveness for its significance. 1rhere is no "causal connection 
between the outward and inward series of events", the two being related 
only by meaning. There must in sacrament, however, be an "instrumentilitya 
which is a "~atio-temporal" relation. 2• He sums up the position succincttJ.:y 
when he says: 
"From the beginning a sacrament is in principle something more than 
a sign of any kind, more even than an effectual sign, if by that 
term we donate sometning which can only be effectual as a sign, 
or which is wholly dependent upon its significance for its effecto"(3) 
It would seem that by definition the sacrament contains and gives something 
objective, related to the elements and independent of the expressiveness 
of the symbolism in which it is received, something which cannot be 
explained as metaphorical or symbolical representation of truth. It is 
1:~ defi_ni tio~ "mysterious" o 
We must now look briefly at transubstantiation, which as Wotherspoon 
makes clear, was an attempt to explain the real presence,4"and is, as it 
were, the epitome of everytnin~.; held by "objectivists". This is not to say 
t hat all such hold transubstantiation; on the contrary many objectivists 
regard transubstantiation as a rather crude extreme view. This doctrine 
holds that the substance of t he elements is converted into the subst ance 
of the body and blood of Christo It has, however, to be explained that, 
in its most subtle form under the scholastics, the doctrine was based on 
an Aristotelean metaphysic of substru1ce and accidents. According to this 
metaphysic the "accidents" of an object are what we by our physical senses 
experience Wilen we perceive i t.Tl1e substance lies "beJ.1ind" them and i s 
not necessarily localised in the object. Thus by using "substance" in this 
way it was possible to conceive of the substance changing whil e the 
1. Op.Cit.pp.223-B 
2. Ibid .p. 213o 
3. Ibid.p.219. 
4. Op.Ci t.p. "281. 
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accidents remained the same, and so of the eucharistic elements 
as having the substance of Christ's body and blood- not necessarily 
localisedo The failings of the theory are clearly that one cannot 
confirm it - from reason or from scripture, and also that one can 
ask tile unanswerable question: are substance and accidents indeed 
separable even if they are distinguishable? 
In addition, accorcling to Quick, up until the 18th century 
men accepted the idea of a heaven where Christ existed in some 
sense spatially so that Christ's simultaneous dual existence- there 
andh the elements- constituted a problem which Transubstantiation 
relievedo Unfortunately neither modern physics nor modern metaphysics 
(if such exists) allow of this sort of theory. We are by no means clear 
on what substance iso 
Transubstantiation was, as already stated, an attempt to 
rationalise the mystery of the eucharistic elements' "conversion" to 
the real Body and Blood of Christ, and this remains the main point 
of issue. Objectivism must still be defended. It is, indeed, ra,ther 
strange that in spite of t he declared mysteriousness, the attempt at 
re,tional explanation is still continually being made! 
To-day "transubstantiation" has taken on a new lease of 
life under a.n entirely new interpretation of "substance". This view 
is said to derive from the 'modern' conception of matter and is to be 
found explicitly described by C.J. Leenhardt1 o and O.C.Quick2• and 
hinted at by Gore3• a.nd Wotherspoon.4• New interpretations are also 
to be found in such Roman Catholic Theologians as Masure. 
Leenhardt expov..nds the view very clearly and we will for 
convenience follow his description. It is based on the claim that 
to-day we are r ediscovering an ancient difference in usage of 
"substance" which is exemplified by the difference between Greek 
and Hebrew lane;uage. "Language to the Greek expresses the object, the 
exterior world ••• it is logical language." 5. 
1. Op.CitoPPo44ff. 
2. Op.Cit.pp.223ff. 
3· Op. Cit. 
4. Op. Cito pp.283f. 
5o Ibid. p44o 
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But: "The language of the Hebrew does not express the 
object, but the subject, his hold over things, •• the 
domination which he exercises over them by imposing 
himself upon themooooooHe who speaks is not passive over 
against things but active. His language does not say 
what things are, but what the subject makes of th~~ (1) 
So he maintains that, part of the meaning of the term 
"substance" as applied to a:n:y object is that of purpose. The substance 
of things becomes "what they are in the hands of God, ordaining 
according to His will ••o• the being of the things related to the end 
whi h G d . th 1120 c o ass~gns em ••o 
It is not difficult to see how this theory conveniently helps 
out the dying doctrine of Transubstantiation. The above quoxation makes 
it clear that God is the one who so to say "speaks substance" into 
things, and so He by similar authority can transubstantiate anything 
if He wishes. Jesus then, when He said "This is My body" used His 
divine authority to provide a new destiny to the bread - He 
accomplished its 'transubstantiation'. No physical transmutation is 
here intended, in fact it is specifically denied - it does not even 
enter into the discussion. The bread, then i s more than the sign of 
Christ's presence, it becomes the "organ of His presence". An ordinary 
sign "is incongruous with what it signifies •••••••• , it is not 
identical, nor coexistent with that which it signifies~3· But not so 
the eucharistic breado It is "His organ, His instrument, for him who 
receives it from His hands in faith. For Him the reality of this 
bread and the reality of His presence are not incongruous. It is the 
bread which realises for the believer the corporal presence of 
Jesus Christ." 4• To give one last quotation: 
lo Ibid. 
2. Ibido 
3o Ibido 
4. Ibid. 
5o Ibid. 
"This bread is truly the body of Christ in the 
celebration of the rite,because it is as such that 
Christ presents it at that moment ••• I t i s because 
Christ makes of it the instrument of His dialogue with 
the believer that the bread is His body ••••• From the 
point of view of a reflection Which sees the substance, 
not in what things are but i n what God does with them, 
the bread becomes the body of Christ when God 
accomplishes for the believer the mysterious presence 
of his Son. "' (5) 
Po44o 
p.49 
Po 52 
p.52 
p.53 
There are many obvious difficulties about such a view-
especially it can be accused of being to closely related to metaphor and 
symbolism,Quick has criticised the similar argument which is postulated 
byW.Spens in which, as Quick says, he describes the reality of physical 
objects as "consti-tuted by their value a.11d meaning for minds, n1• and says 
that Consecration "really changes the substance of the elements, inasmuch 
as from consecration new opportunities of spiritual experience are found 
in them, 112• Spens himself apparently claims that the theory requires 
"no more than an extension of the principle of efficacious symbolism,n2• 
in its application to the eucharist, Quick finds that any theory 
dependent upon symbolism, be it "conventional" or "expressive" cannot 
describe the sacrament truly, because there is an ultimate dependence 
on men' s minds. 
He adapts the idea, however, and uses it as follows. Like 
Aulen he insists that the real presence may not be separated from the 
Eucharistic offering. Fundamentally then, the Eucharist is "the self-
offering of Christ as externalised in human ritual, so that human l i ves 
may be incorporated into its livine reality through cornnunion with Him 
w!:o offers and is offered, "3o The Church externalises Christ's 
heavenly and eternal action a.s it offers the bread and wine in memorial, 
and consecrates them as the Body and Blood of Christ. As the people 
communicate a similar self offering is "brought forth from them". At 
every point in the external, ritualised Eucharist "the whole Christ is 
present in that through which He acts; and that through which He acts 
is at every point His Body as the instrument and expression of His will. " 4 
Th·~ fundamental thought of this doctrine of the Real Presence is: 
L. 
2. 
3o 
4. 
5o 
"that the presence is to be sought in the elements not as 
physical objects, but as they are within the process of a 
certain action which takes them up into itself, uses them as 
its instruments , and expresses itself in them. It may be 
true to say that the presence resides in what is done with the 
elements rather than in the elements themselves, if it be 
remembered that in the process of that action the elements 
are no more than mere instruments of a loving spirit beyond 
them and become actually the expression of the Life of that 
spirit itself." Again; 
"The presence is to be truly identified with the localised 
bread and wine in so far as these constitute the matter 
wherein through the Eucharistic action Christ externalises 
His offerings of Himself to the Father and imparts its 
loving power to our souls." (5) 
Op.Cit. p . 214 
Op.Cit. p.214 
Ibid, p.223 
Ibid, p.224 
Ibid. p.225 
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Of change in the elements Quick allows that the bread and 
wine become theFody and Blood of Christ Where body and blood denote: 
"not material thine;s as such but outward things as they are in 
relation to spiritual activity which operates and expresses itself 
through them. 111" Thus the change in the elements "is sufficiently 
represented as a change of use and meanint;."2"Quick has thus used the 
idea of substance later postulated by Leenhardt, vizo, that it consists 
in purpose, value, and so on. 
Unfortunately Quick's ingenious construction must be 
criticised as before. In searching for the objectivism he feels is so 
necessary in true sacramentalism, luick has in fact used terms 
metaphorically while denying that he is doing so. He had simply 
to state dogmatically, as he admits afterwards, 3•that the Eucharist 
is the "externalisation" of Christ 's eternal action, in which the 
elements become Body and Blood in virtue of the use to which 
they are consecrated. 
In what I have been saying, I have been trying to show that 
the search for objectivication which seems to be necessary for many so 
that the communicant is not left at the mercy of his own "fitful and 
insecure consciousness of spiritual thincs", 4•is a vain one:, 7Thenever 
it takes the form of associating the Presence with the elements. It is 
never clear how they can become 'really' the 'veryt. Body and Blood of 
Christ in any other sense than a symbolic one. The term sacramental, 
it is claimed, always means more than mere symbol- even if the symbol 
is "expressive". It involves efficacy as well as expressive 
signification. Now it seems that this is simply to state that a 
sacrament is a "special" symbol, where "special" means efficacious. Such 
talk is simply circular. The relation of efficacy to t he symbolism 
remains unexplained. Surely the only source of the efficacy of the 
eucharist lies i n its dominical ordination, and that ordination suggests 
no change in the elements other than their consecration to a symbolic use. 
l. Ibid. P• 226 
2o Ibid. Po 227 
3. Ibid. Po 228 
4. Ibid. Po 226 
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Surely as much faith is required t o believe that the elements change, as 
to believe that even as Christ promised, He is present among those 
gathered in His name? "Jhen we perform the symbolical actions of the 
eucharist and so represent Christ's passion and sacrifice for us, does 
it make a great deal of difference whether we believe that Christ's 
presence and gift is objectively connected vuth the elements, or simply 
that by performing the actions of eating and drinking, are representing 
outwardly what we "faithfully" know does happen inwardly, viz., 
atonement through His sacrifice once offered? Is it really meaning~ul 
to speak of "the body of Christ's humanity" in any other than a 
symbolical sense? ; or again to say that "we receive in the sacrament 
more than we know and irrespective of our feelings" ? vmat more can 
we receive than justification? If the implication is that we receive 
Chris~-like graciousness - sanctification - (this could be what is 
meant by "the body of Fis humanity"), one would expect to find that 
those who shared in the sacrament displayed Christ-like virtues. It can 
be objected that we cannot tell what those people would be like if they 
had not participated in the sacrament, yet this makes of the suggestion 
that we receive "something more than we know" dogmatic guesswork. 
This fear of symbolism seems to be based on doubtful 
assumptions. The first of these is that as soon as we deny the objective 
presence, faith has to do all the work and this is not satisfactory. 
The second is that "mere" symbolism necessarily means more recollection 
of past events, no longer possessing power to change us. The first 
~ssumption I have already denied. ~~en the objectivists recognise 
that faith is commonly required from the worsh~pper if the sacrament 
is to be efficacious. Neither to the objectivist nor to the symbolist, 
need this mean that faith "conjures up" the realities of Christ's gift, 
Christ has promised his presence and we know by faith that He is there 
as always. As to the second assumption it is surely true that to have 
a symbolist view of the sacrament in no way entails the belief that the 
present reality of what it sets forth does not exist. The Quaker who 
practises only "sacramental silence" fervently believes in Christ's 
present power to heal and save. No theory of the objectivity of the 
presence of Ghrist or His sacrifice in the sacra,ment can mean that it 
is other than spiritual. 
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This all ra.ises the question, what then is the purpose of the 
Eucharist if it is simply an "acted parable"? 
It is noteworthy here that most exegetes recognise that Christ 
often spoke metaphoricallyo - the Hebrews often did soo \!hen Christ 
therefore said, "This is my body" He no more intended to change the 
bread in any other t han a metaphorical sense, than He meant to sa~ that 
He was a vine or a dooro To speak of the eucharistic elements' change 
as one of destiny is ~ndeniably to speak metaphorically. ;!hen the 
change is made of the use of the bread and wine that change is to a 
symbolical useo To suggest that this means a change in its substance is 
to use "substance" metaphorically. lie have to bear in mind too, that 
Christ often spoke in parableso He knew the weaknesses of men and that 
they needed a "vehicle" for trutho So at the last supper, in the 
sacrificial setting; of the Passover, He gave that symbol, and what an 
expressive symbol it is. We "eat" and "drink" the body and life of 
Jesus the man who was the Christ- we join ourselves with Him and 
receive to ourselves what He was. But most important we humbly receive 
what He gave for us -His whole self, His sacrifice which is still 
efficacious for our salvationo All this is represented in the action 
of the Eucharist, which we know represents truly all that can be ours 
if we have fai tho iie have also to remember that we are not 
disembodied spirits and therefore that our environment affects our 
frame of mind through the senses. Therefore the Eucharist is not made 
redundant by the symbolist view in as much as that view means that the 
rite simply r epresents to us what we .already lcnow, It can be 
"instrumental" i n so far as by "making an assault" on all our senses, 
it makes us acutely aware of and holds vividly before us , the 
truths of the fai tho 
Donald Baillie describes a similar view, and as when he 
discusses grace, uses personal relationship as the clue to intelligibilit~ 
He points out that whenever we talk of God's presence we mean it in 
a non-spatial sense, for God is non-spatial. When we talk of His 
omnipresence we mean it in the sense that He is everywhere available 
f or spiritual personal relationship and this is. in all ways "real" . 
lo Op. Cit. pp.98ff. 
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He quotes Gabriel Marcel 's analysis of "with", where he shows that this 
term means personal presence. One does not speak of a chair being 
with a table, but next to it or beside it. This of course is certainly 
not the sense in which "objectivists" wish to hold the real presence 
of Christ in the sacrament. Thus the dramatic symbolism of the 
mcharist, says Baillie, awakens our faith to an awareness of His 
personal presence.· Once again this does not mean: 
"That somehow we conjure up the divine presence by 
believing in it, or that we produce the faith out of our 
own resources and that in response to our faith God 
gives His presence. Nay, God is prevenient, and faith 
depends on His actions; He calls it forth and that is 
His way of coming to dwell in a man or company of men." (1) 
The true mystery then, is that Christ is iQdeed still present 
as He promised, and offers us still His ereat salvation. We do not 
need to posit any mysterious connection of that presence with the 
elements we partake, the relation i~Symbolical one. The apparent 
tension between objective and spiritual presence, which one feels in 
such analysas as those of Gore and ·.tuick is thus also resolved. From 
the point of view then of reconciling the conflicting views of 
theologians, we maymy that the dispute over the real presence is one 
which is unfounded. 'i;e all believe that Christ is present , we all 
believe that the gift offered to us is real and objective, although 
in a spiritual mode, we all believe that we must have faith and 
humility before Christ can do His work within us, we all believe that 
justification is never merited by us and that no performance of ritual 
can in itself effect anything in or for us, or limits Christ's work. 
Quick has said2•that i t is innaccurate to draw distinct boU11daries 
between "pure objectivists" and "pure receptionists", yet as long as 
so great an issue is made of demanding that the real presence is 
objective, or denying it, that we cannot as fellow-Christians partake 
of the elements at the same table, there seems to be a strance lack of 
of tolerance among the "people of God" - especially as they so 
1. Ibid. P• 101. 
2. See quote p. 2. 
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often admit the "mystery" of the presence. As someone else has said, 
whatever the nature of the presence, we all acknowledge it; can we then L~ 
that very presence of Christ deny fellowship with those who 
conceive it differen!y to ourselves? This is especially true when 
we recall that the Church never laid down any dogma on the 
doctrine until the Sixteenth Century, 
This is about as far as the Faith and Order discussions 
have progressed. There are however, so many devotional practises 
associated with the Real Presence (in its technical sense), such 
as Devotions before the reserved elements, which are deeply rooted 
in many Christian lives, that much prayer and tolerance will be 
needed if we are ever to come together in one Church. At rbntreal 
1963 all that could be agreed upon was: 
"that the Lord ' s Supper, a gift of God t o His church, 
is a sacrament of the presence of the crucified and 
glorified Christ until He come, and a means whereby 
the sacrifice of the cross which we proclaim, is 
operative within the Church." (1) 
vie have seen that this should be enough to bring us 
together in penitence. \'/e have also seen in this chapter that the 
sacrifice of Christ ca~ot be separated from His presence, and 
we now proceed to examine the difficulties arising in that connection. 
1. Jeport of Section 4 of the 4th World Conference on Faith 
and Order, "Faith and Order Findincs" Ed, P.s. unrEA.R. 
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Chn.}?ter 4 
The ~ohariotic S~crificc 
"?,ver since the :le:Lorm3.tion t he relation of sacri fice to the 
eucharist has been a source of division. In fact at the Reformation 
one of the chie f comnlaints of the Reformers o{as th" common acceptance 
of the "sacrifice of the Mass 11 • After the Reformation the d.i vision 
on th~ subject became even bTeater as the Tridentine definitions 
ratified the sacrifici:1l nature of the euch:1rist, while the Protest-
ant Churcl1es tended to iJnore all connection bet:reen sacri.L'ice and 
the sacranent. Today, as the result of e:ctensi ve researches into the 
nature of uacri fico itself , and into the Biblical background of the 
eucharist, it is 3'3norc.lly rl'COb'nised that there is a very definite 
relation bct~<Teen sn.cri:.~ico and the euc!l.arist. Disput e ari;,e::;, how·ever, 
as soon as tho atte ... tpt i;:; madn to clcscri1)e w·hat the 11cucharistic 
sacrifioe 11 consists in. 
There appear to be t :.ro main divisions of oninion. First th~re 
:1re those .rho hold th:1t t:~e eucharist is itself a sacrifice. Seoondl;;" 
t here are those i<Tho hold that it i :.- not i tsAlf a sacrifice but 
11ro:?resents" t!J.e sacrifice of Christ. It ·rould seem only too ea::;y to 
oversim:pli i'y !J.ere, and it r:1ust b ·· r::Jmcmbered that various ideas 3Ucu 
as "thE: sacrifice o; thanl~sgi vinz " .rhicb. ~-re oursel vc s malce, and the 
11heavenly eucharist" described in Rev. 4-7 arb e .. nloyed by both 
L_,rou:ps -nd that they n.ro interpret:;d in di i'J.'erent lf<'~-s vrithin the 
0--~ouns . 
As the first croup tend to hold the 'mCt.-~imum' and the s0con-i 
... ' minir:mm' view·, dependent on t!l.e denial of the extreme claim_; ::1n.de 
by t he f irst .:;roup, ; rc.. shall f ir-;t exami ne those 'ma-~imum ' views and 
th-~n the cri ticisms di.r ·Jcte~ at them. 
_·, .. r-1on0~t those ·.iho '.~-ish to hold that the ouch:::t.rict is a sacri :Lice 
:1r o found chiefly Anc lo-Ca tholic, Rom:1n Ca tholic, and Greek Orthodo:x: 
churc~1mon. Unfortuna t :: l y it uould :>r:vm to be true tb.at very often 
the d -. sire to maintain traditional usa -;e s ha:J lle0n the mo ti vc.. tin.; 
factor in tJ.1e ::le·"'enc0 of thi.J ·"~o sition, rathf'lr t1.l;ll'l the Genuine 
:>c::.rcb. :l.!.'tor tn::J truth. There i 3 an 'instLlCt ' th~t the r e must be 
uome truth in the tracii tional C:..... t'wlic doctrine. :le that c.s it may, 
it is of interest that t heolo.:;ians of the above three Churches or 
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groupo :1re tod2.y 1·rri ting ver3r similar thin:;s a.bout the natur,) o_' t:h.e 
eucho.ristic sacrifice. 
Central to this vio~ r is the claili1 t i1<1t 111-L: 0 ffer C~n·ist' ' or 
at least "offer :is ~acrifice 11 in the eucharis -:;. r.rn.i::; claiu is usu~ll;y-
m:-.cle ;ri t~l t::1e specific afljunct that t i.1ere iL no i ~ 1tention "lrh;:.tcv:;r 
to suc _ect that Chriut i.3 re-c:rucifL;d, re-il. ti,lOl:lte d or I'( -so.cri:.t.'ic•-.:d 
in an;;r -r~y. Th..1t tho u-dievo.l doctrine of ::1 ne-:·r death of Ci1riLt in 
o .:-.c~1 cucl:.arist i ... an :<.bomination is, indJed. , u.:.;r~~d cvcry,rhcr ). :tath~r, 
the line oi.' ar.::;ument usually follo~ ~cd. is that t~1ere ic here :m 
r r 0 ~:tension" of Christ'::; sac:rL..'ic·:- on Calvary, and_ this in turn is cloS·.;-
ly linked_ ,ri t~1 Christ 1 b continu0ci offerinz o:::' }Iimcelf to the ::::'at!1er 
in the hcavunl;'l rf.:a.lr.J.. ·-:u t ue must e.llm·r t l1c th00l7f~' s o.c'l_vocatc:..; to 
O . C. ·":uic~: hP.G bas-; d his vie r on "' conception of "representative " 
sacrifice. "Vi carious sccrific . 11 he Daint "'in'> is a C.ancerous concYpt 
and one vrhich loa~.~s to t~1~' idea tha t Chri3t dieci. in our ute <~d and 
too': upon Him ::wL' our :;:unishm"mt and penalty. 11 The victim is o:Zferc d 
80 that . .1~n ne·.d not offe r ld.n.Jo ll. 111Eod .:;e s hcs .Jimilarly and ri.::;:.1tly 
rejected suc11 cuboti tution_.,ry thcorL s o f t he atonc ml:nt 2U.. l c1_ ; r..: m:1y 
r~cc'3~t t ho ,Ur~tinction made by Quick. True sacrific·c i .:;, on his vie-.r, 
t:1at in ~;hich :.1an o f.~.'c r s him::;elf as a frev obl ~1.tion to God. In 
T)rimi tivc ti:nc..; thi:; ~w.s :wcomplisheJ. by ident i :ication of the 
.;::wrL:'icer ui til the victim ~ r!:tich t:'-J.en 11rcprc scnte cl '' him. Such a 
representative sacrifice is, hmrevel~, never comple tel:r :p:;rfcct -
no offerinc of aomc thin ::: apart ~.·rom ourselves ccn l)e. Ye t Christ 
o L~.'e rs -Tir.t:>e l f ao a r( ·oresentati v e sa'Jrifice ~·or all r:w .. n kind , : .. nd 
it be comes a perfect s acrifice for u s l)ecau<Je as :;a o ~'for ::in :~e 
dra-r8 u;:; into !~i :-.; o:m :--e l f-of:er i :ng. 
'1'im c in the eucharis t ··:·r-: o ffer Chri .3t r cprL. senta ti vr l y and 
the sacrific8 beco:n _-; ou:c·s anr. ·:.~er .!.'ec t , be cause it i8 joincrl_ to 
::~L.> . nuick :1a:::; to ma':ee one reservc..t ion : 
11 C~~istian may r i ,3!1tly offer c:1ri s t as an oblation c.:9ar t 
fr om t he::'!"lo lves, onl:- in so ·~" o,r r·s t hey honestly intenC. 
I. 11 The Chricti ::>..n SacraJJ,:m ts 11 :p. 203. 
2. "'l'hn P ::.ttern of tho A tono:!lcnt'1 ch. 3. 
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that throu~:1 their action the Cilrist, :rhom the;;- offer, may 
dro..r them into Hi;:; own self-ofE'erin:_;·tr(I) 
There is a dif:'icul ty here u:O.ich Quic:::: fonls, as he s oon t;oes 
on to the relation of the d.Jath of Christ to t:1e eucharist :~Tl1at 
halYpens to the ouc'laris t ic sacrifice if the 11honest intention" is 
lackin~? Sacrifice, says ·"uick, necessarily involves an immolation 
; ~her:J thn term moans ''a destruction or ch'J.rl,se in the ouh~:J.rd t!lin3 
? 
of }ered in sacrifice 11 • -· · The dif:"' icul ty is to clo:fine that objective 
imrrolation in th<: eucil::ri:::;t, 1vi t .. 1out L 1plyinc t~1at ChriRt' s <loath on 
the eros;:; is repeatell. :l,nick conclude ~ that it must be 2- represent-
ation of His cleatl1. He refers t o 11 expressiv';"s2"ln'uoli ~m and claim::> 
thr, t 11 ::13rrnbolisation of a p1.st fact, i::? it be truly o~:·.:>re::>sive, must 
ahrays in soue SJnse b r idge the CU.lf o f time, make the p~st present, 
d t ll th l ·t o·.L" t1·1...,+. h " h ' .L t "3. an ac ·ua y convo~r e r.;a 1. j . .... " 11- lC l ~ comrnemora es • 
nut this doe::> not ooen to evade the problo::1 that Christ's ::;acri f ice 
rnad.e ori Calvary, while undoubtedly 3till valid and o fl'o ctive, seeli1s 
to be found merely reprcsentcJ. in t he euchc1rist, v(nici.l docs n')t make 
of the eucharist itself a sacrifice of Christ. Is it possible to ;::,ay 
t D.en, t hat lvhen vre 11 hon.;stly intencl"i t there is in the eucharist 
an i::'molation of C1rist or at least a regl '!_)resence of Fis one 
i 11mol2.tion ? rr~1is vrould s r)em to de :J troy any clr,im t~1<:1t t:i.1e eucharict 
is J. sacri.L'ic :: . 
r-ths 
l 
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complete sacrifice consisted of a number of phases 1) The worshipper 
"draws near" and identifies himself with t he victim by placing his hands 
upon its head. 2) He kills it, and gives it to the priest who takes its 
blood, now t hat of th·9 worshipper and that meanshis life,into the 
presence of God, and makes the ctonement by pouring it out. 3) Finally 
the body of the victim is burned so that it ascends - ri£es in smoke to 
God; and then the remains are eaten in a co~mrunal meal in which 
"God and man, and man anrl man111•become one. 
The sacrifice of Christ is precisely on this pattern: 
"So our Lord, our Victim, the Lamb of God, comes 
with us as we draw near. He makes Himself one with us in 
the Incarnation. VIe sinners kill our Victim, we crucify Him 
the best of us hardly knowing what we do ••• He our High Priest, 
takes his Blood, which is His Life - our blood, by the power 
of the Incarnation, and our membership of his Body, and 
therefore our Life - through the veil, His broken flesh, into 
the very presence of GDd. He a-tones for us. His Uanhood, in 
which our separate manhoods are by degrees joined, is offered 
to God in eternal service, and as God accepts the offering 
by the fire of the Spirit, He transforms it. It was the Body 
of His humiliation, carnal and material, as ours are, mainly, 
still, It becomes, by His2Resurrection and Ascension, wholly 
spiritual and heavenly." • 
The motive of Christ's glorified and eternal life remains what it 
always has been - that of true sacrifice. Christ is still man and obedient 
to God the Father and this is His offering - eternal obedience. 
I t is now that the link has to be made with the eucharist as we 
celebrate it, and it is precisely that link which requires obscure language 
and an appo.rent jump in the argument. Following on the above description 
Hicks simply sa.ys that "we obey in Him"and "As we offer Him we offer our-
selves"3• And through this offering we are able to enter into fellowship 
with God - in the Communion. Finally he rejects any possibility of a 
repetition of Christ's death or of a materialistic presence. The action 
of the eucharist is spiritual and in it we are lifted to the P[orship of 
Heaven - the scene of Rev. 4-7. 
The sense in which we can speak of the eucharist as a sacrifice is 
therefore vague in this paper, but the main idea seems to be ti.1at Christ's 
sa,crifice, not consisting merely iri His Death, continues in Heaven. Thus 
although there can be no inference of a re- immolation of Christ, because 
sacrifice consists in more thCln the death of the victim, we may still join 
ourselves to and off er His sacrifice. 
1. Ibid. P• 327 
2. Ibid. p. 327 
3. Ibid. P• 327 
This is brought out better in AoG. Hebert's essay lll 
"Intercommunion".lo Hebert identifies his view with that of Hicks 
and also with that of the ltoman Catholic Masure to whom we shall turn 
later. He adds to what Hicks has said, that Christ 's sacrifice is in 
accordance with the Old Testament prophetic view of sacrifice. Ther3the 
favour of Yahweh cannot be won by the sacrifices of the unrepentent. The 
relationship between God and men must be personal; it involves loyalty and 
obedience and love. The offering of a victim apart from man himself is 
totally inadequate; God requires the sacrifice of "a broken and a 
contrite h..:art". In the Servant poem of 'II Isaiah is the unrealised hope 
f or one who will be pure enouch to be a sin-offering; Christ fulfils that 
hope and the sacrifice of the Old Testament. This is a,ll equal to the 
New Testament conception of sacrifice but the New Testament introduces 
a completely new notion; the worshippers instead of ooing spectators 
only able to make representative sacrifices because of their sin, are 
offered too, "as a reasonable, holy and living sacrifice", in union 
with Christ. 
Quoting Heb 10 l9-22 , "Ravine therefore, brethren, freedom of 
access to enter into the Holy Place by the Sacrifice of Jesus • • let us 
draw near", Hebert says that this is an invitation to liturgical 
action. It is an invitation: 
"to join in the sacrificial worship with the ascended Chl."ist. 
Not to immolate Christ over a~ain •• nor to offer some sacrifice 
a.ddi tional to 1-Iis sacrifice, f or that would be to bring back 
the Levitical multiplication of sacrifices; but to join as 
participants in the One Sacrifice which the Lord makes 
at the heavenly altar. " (2) 
He goes on to show that the eucharistic rite follows the pattern 
of a sacrificial action. The sacrifice of Christ is one, and because 
people at all times and places participate in it, it unites them in one 
f amily. The sacrificBl fo1~ is apparent in the liturgy of the sacrament, 
which consists of Offertory, Consecration, and Communion. Herein 
we see the offerine of self in the gifts laid upon the alter; the 
offering of the sacrifice of Christ as, in the consecration, the el ements 
become His Body and all are lifted to the Heavenly Altar; the transformation 
of the lives of the worshippers in the Communion. This is the 
"eucharistic sacrifice "• 
1. Op. Cit. pp.235-236 
2. Ibid. P• 24d. 
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But when he comes to describe in what sense we offer Christ and 
are offered, Hebert is in difficulties. Th3 first stage of the arg~ment is 
that the eucharistic sacrifice is congruous with Justification by faith-
we are justified by the se.crifice of Christ, apprehended by faith - there 
can be no meritorious act on our parto Next he says, the eucharistic 
sacrifice is like salvation basically "simple": 
"In concrete language it comes to this: There is someone 
for whom I ought to pray •• But on what grounds can I expect 
that God will receive my praye~~ ••• if I prayed better than 
I do, could I expect that God would receive my prayer on the 
grounds of its devoutness, earnestness, and sincerity? 
But no; I take it to the altar, and. offer it at the ~ucharist . 
There I hold up before God Christ's ovm sacrifice, Christ's 
love for that person, Christ's death for his salvation."(l) 
This all means that I don't merely brine to God rrty knowledge of 
Christ's love, but that love itself. There can therefore be no merit for 
me since I am pleading Christ's sacrificial love. But this introduces 
a paranox. To uphold Justification by Faith seems to necessitate 
"offering11 Christ! There is a distinction here which must be kept in 
mind. At the offertory we offer ourselves, at the consecration we plead, 
present, offer Chri8t 1 s sacrifice. Hebert rejects the idea that the only 
offering we can make is that of praise and thanksgiving, He arzues that 
we can offer only our insufficiency and need. ·fa be saved we have to 
offer Christ' s sacrifice. So it is maintained that we are saved by God 
alone and justification by faith is upheld. 
\"ihen we examine this presentation of Hebert's, we find exactly 
the same weaknesses as in Hicks. There is no really convincing reason 
why the eucharist itself should be reGarded as a sacrifice. In the end 
we find Hebert simply making affirmations, and his "simple" description 
requires parado.ces : 
"~'le perform an action; it is a sacrificial action, and the 
sacrifice that we offer is Christ ' s own sacrifice; yet in 
the reality signified by the sign, it is He who here offers 
His own sacrifice. The Sacrament is not a human commemoration 
of His passion •••••• ,; it is of the nature of a sacrament that 
the thing signified is present in the sign, and in the 
Eucharist the action that we perform is the offering of 
C~i.rist's sacrifice, " 2. 
There are at least two strong criticisms which must be levelled 
at this eucharistic doctrine: 
1. In what sense is the eucharistic sacrifice Christ ' s sacrifice? It 
1. Ibid P• 249 
2. Ibid p. 250 
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would be unfair to accuse Hebert of suggesting that God is still 
unreconciled and that further atoninG sacrifice is necessary - he 
explicitly rejects this. The explanation is derived from Hebrews 4-7. 
Christ continues to offer His sacrifice at the Heavenly altar and the 
eucharist is joined to that action and. so becomes itself Christ 's 
sacrifice. This interpretation depends on the above descri ption of 
sacrifice which denies that sacrifice is limited to the death of the 
victim. This is pr obably correct, but can it be true that sacrifice 
ext ends into Christ's glorified existence? Surely we must say that any 
continuinc sacrifice is of a different kind t o the atoning sacrifice 
completed on Calvary. AUlen1"takes up t hiD argument as follows : He 
quotes Hicks, Hebert, Dix, and the Roman Catholic, Pascher, as saying, 
in similar words "tho sacrifice of Christ is a continuous sacrifice. He 
is still obedient as he sits on the right hand of God."2An.d then, 
Biblically, rejects the idea. 
First of all the Resurrection and Ascension are related to 
Christ 's glorification- the prize of his victory won in His sacrifice 
which reached its climax on the Cross. ''The Ascension is the coronation 
of Christ". How then can the Resurrection and Ascension belong to 
sacrifice? Secondly, the ascension 1neans the return of Christ to God 
as the High Priest of men, but not in the sense of his cont~nued . offer~ng 
of himself. From the very book Hebrews-on whicli the above theologians 
I 
base their t heory, Aulen shows that Christ 's sacrifice was completed 
on Calvary. Christ did not need to offer repeated sacrifices, like the 
priests of the old covenant, for he "did this once f or all when he 
offered up himself" 3 ·Aul~n interprets Reb 8 3 which says t hat the 
function of a High Priest is to "offer gifts and sacrifices, hence it 
is n~cessary for this prieat to have s omething to offer", as meaning 
that by ri~ht of his sacrifice once offered, and His exaltation, Christ 
"offers" to God our praises and prayers on our behalf. But in thus 
calling Christ' s intercession f or us and "offering " , we must note the two 
distinct mBanine;s of"sacrifice" being employed. 1l'here is a continuous 
sacri fice and a comploted, single "atoning sacrifice". 
1. "Eucharist and Sacrifice" pp.l46-154 
2. Ibid. P• 149 
3. Heb. 7:27 
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"The intercessory sacrifice rests on the foundation of the 
sacrifice of reconciliation. u 1• ·,,hat we may say then is that Christ took 
his sacrifice up into heaven at the exaltation and that it continues to 
be valid and relevant, but we may not speak of a continuing atoning 
sacrifice. 
It thus emerges that Hicks and Hebert have emphasised an aspect 
I 
of the ancient sacrificial ritual different to that emphasized by Aulen. 
Hicks found that death was an early part of the sacrifice, and that the 
later parts such as the offerinr; of life, the atonement, and communion 
were most significant. In this way it appeared that we may still 
participate in Christ ' s sacrifice- the "death part" havina been 
completed. But for Aul~n t he sacrifice itself entails less. It begins 
in the incarnation and r eaches its climax on the Cross. Vfuat follows 
in the form of benefi·Gs is not strictly par t of the sacrifice. 
AuHm seems to have the better part of this argument . In the 
ancient sacrificiul ritual surely the sacri fice its8lf wa1aot identical 
with the communion made possible by the sacrifice? So surely Christ's 
sacrifice is complete, although it is eternally valid and we may 
continue in communion with God because of it? 
The "eucharistic sacrifice" then cm be no more than a 
representation or anamnesis - in the full sense of that term - of 
Christ's once-for-all sacrifice. Is it then not efficaciously atoninG?, 
woul~ be the query of these Anglicans. 
A question best answers this: "is it necessary thd it be 
efficacious in atonement if reconciliation is long ago achieved? " 
,;hat we are concerned to do in the eucharist is to set forth and 
proclaim that oblation 110nce offered "• 
2) '.'!e may, now, further question thu notion thd in the sacrament we 
"offer C'nrist 11 or "offer His sacrifice11 • It is one of Hebert 's pD.radoxvs 
that although Christ offers Himself, we also offer HL1 or His sacrifice. 
Here we are following again Aul~ns argument . 2• The position held by 
Hebert is that Christ ' s sacrifice cannot be identified with his death. 
It includes Incarnation, death, 2esurrection, and Ascension and is 
continued at the heavenly altar. Because it continues in heaven it 
continues also at earthly altars . But a leap has been made -
lo Aulen Op.Cito Po 153 
2o Ibid pp 186-199 
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it is now the church which offers Christ or His sacrifice, and this 
idea has been introduced by virtue of a vague identification of the 
Church with Christ. The fi:a.al point of the argument is that 11the act 
of the Church is Christ' s own act, t he Church's offering is C~rist's 
own offcrinc;, an offering of Christ or His sacrifice11 • 1 "Aulen has here 
touched upon t he we~~ess of the position. There can never really be 
any identification of the Church with Christ, and the Church is never in 
a position to offer either Christ or His sacrifice. 
It is possible however to make an even more penetrat ing c=iticism 
of the idea that we "offer Christ 11 , by asking what the rel isious 
sienifica.11ce of such a cl::rim mic:;ht be? Rebert as we saw above attempted 
to explain that we offered Christ in that we could pray confidently 
on the basis of His sacrifice. But as Aulen shows , all that this really 
does, is to describe vividly how we pray "in t he name of Jesus". 
11\\'hat happens is that we take refuge i n , hold fast to, include ourselves 
and participate in the sacrifice of Christ". 2• This can never mean 
that we 11offer His sacrifice". Aulen claims t hat we must say t hat His 
sacrifice is pres8nt in the euch".rist but we can say no :nore. In the 
sacrament we rely on the sacrifice of Christ which i1e presents and makes 
relevant to us. It is not really a question of offerinc Christ or Hi s 
sacrifice at all - that would be to equate "plead", "present", Tii th 
"sacrifice". If the distinction between "offering Christ" and "offerine 
Christ's sacrifice", is insisted upon, it must be asked: "In what sense 
would the act of offering Christ ' s sacrifice" itself be a sacrifice? '.Co 
this t he answer must be "In no sense at all", so the,t this term also 
does not seem to me~t the requirenents of theoloc;ians like Hicks and Hebert. 
Finally, ~ulen says that there is no N.T. war rant for the 
term. There : 
"'fhe sacrifice of Christ is entirely and solely his 
sacrifice - and God ' s. This is tno one essential point: 
God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself. 
Thr oueh this sacrifice perfected once f or all he abolished 
all me.n ... mado sacrifices. A formula such as this that \'\"e 
"offer Christ" turns the biblical kerygma upside downn 3. 
\/e must now look briefly at the two modern Roman Catholic 
4 .~ 
theologians I.:asure • and one . .:t. E. Boismard. Here as one might expect, 
one finds a concentration on transubstantiation. 
l.Ibid P• 186 
2. Ibid P• 37 
3o I bid P• 199 
4. In "The Ch~stian S~cri~i~e" _ 11 . ....... I; 
S . ~.~e. E.-.J.~ha.YiSi_ Ac..c.ordtnS ro ~+ Po..ul 17) '''he. E..uc. hc..v1s t 1n -t\,e._ l\1. '· 
l::...d . d l)fQ , ,.,.,,_.., 
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It is by transubstantiation that the Church is able to make of the 
eucharist a sacrifice: 
"In the sacrifice of the t.fass the Church takes bread 
and wine end first seems to use them as the si~n or symbol 
of her adoration. But. • • • these have no po·.,·er to please 
God. But when God changes them into the Body and Blood of 
the sole Victim acc :;ptable to Him, then, by an inconceivably 
triumphant transformation our Sacrifice receives the 
perfect proof of the divine appeasement. For the Church, 
by means of this transubstantiation, is put in possession 
of the one efficacious victim, as the victim of her 
sacrifice.......... "(I) 
Only one point need be made hereo If it is God who by 
transubstantiation makes the eucharist a sacrifice, then it is not our 
sacrifice at all, and seeing that there is no need of a repetition of 
Christ's sacrifice, we must conclude that t he euchari~t can be properly 
described only as an anamnesis of Christ ' s sacrifice. 
2.. 
noismard uses arguments very similar to those of Hicks and Hebert. 
Christ's death i s indeed sacrificial- the blood of Christ ratifies 
the new covenanto The sacrificial character of the euche.rist, he says, 
is presupposed by Paul's argument in 1 Cor 10 14-2l,where he forbids 
Christians to partake of meat sacdficed on pagan alt ars. This is 
because of the commL~ion with the deity which is asaociate~ with such 
eating. Thus: 
"The table of the Lord is nothing else than the altar 
on which a victim •• is sacrificed •• So all St . Paul's 
reasoning supposes that for him, the consecrated bread 
and w:i.ne are the body and blood of Christ iiTilllolated in 
sa.crifice to God 11 • 
He denies of course that this means that Christ i s re-immolated. Rather 
i t means that the sacrifice of th8 Cross "perpetuates itself11 so that 
each believer can " co!iJJllunicate in the body and blood of Christ 
immolated once and for all.. ... " 
Clearly, inspite of the increase in understandinff on the 
subject of sacrifice at the eucharist claimed in the Lund report, there 
remains a thorough coing difference in conception which is .tot goine; 
to be easily overcome. 
t. Mo.sure., Op.Ci.t . p.l4. 
2 . Op,Cit . pp. 134.f 
It is always a relatively simple matter to point out loopholes in 
a.rguments, and much more difficult to be positive. ·.'.nat is obvious is that 
there is in fact a definite asnoci ation of sacrificewith the eucharistic 
cult which should be reooe;nised everywhere. It we:Llld seem, on t he basis 
of the foreeoine; arguments t~:at the attempt to make of the rite a 
sz.crifice, in which we offer Christ, is a futile one , and that the essence 
of the association must be one of anamnesis. Clearly what has to be 
avoided. is an interpretation which makes of the eucharist a simple 
commemoration of Calvary. There is ''lore to it t han thiso The eternal 
validity of Christ's sr<crifice is represented. at the eucharist and its 
benefits e,re re8,l1y available for us, now, to cp propri ate. ."mHm expounds 
such a view claiming that it is Lutheran. The real presence of Christ , 
he maintains, is inseparable from the real presence of His S:1crificeo 
The one means t he other, This view is most acceptable end accords with 
what was said in the last section on the real presence. 
One cannot speak of th-;) sacrifice of Christ without introducinG 
the atonement. However roe conceive of the atonement's efficacy as "for 
all men 11 , we cannot deny thst somehow the sacrir'ice of Christ makes 
personal e,tonement possible for anyone. It is that atonement \'h ich is 
shown forth in the eucharist in terms of sacrifice, and there made 
available to faith,. Nevertheless the type of atonement t~teory held seems 
to lead to certain attitudes towards sacrifice at the eucharist. 
For t hose who hold a substitutionary view of atonement, in which Christ 
suffered on our behalf, thus rclicvin~ us of the burden of sufferin~, 
t here is the danger that the sacrifice of Calvary is so final that it 
has little present relevance. Sacd.fj_ce means suffering unto dea,th and 
this has been done. The eucharist is then a memorial of it as a past event, 
and its action centres on the communion, in which the benefits of the 
sacrifice are received. _4.. moral or exemplary t heory, on the other hand, 
would l ead to the idea that the euch e,ristic se,crifice consist s in the 
r esponsive se,crifice of will, ser vice, praise or oblation. Thu s Christ's 
sacrifice is minimised or neglected. 
i;e cannot do bette r than return to Hebert 's outline of the 
prophetic ideal of sacri fice . Its main purpose is atonement. It is 
concerned with man's personal relation to God- with loyalty , love, 
obedionce o ~.te have to offer ourselves - the sacrifice of 
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"a broken mel a contrite heart". ·~!e can suitably introduce at this point 
i!.o Hodges idea of the atonement. Christ's atonement is "for us" in 
two senses. First, in thct he overcomes sin - through obedience to the 
F~.:ther - as we could never do. He, by his victory over sin, 
initiates our atonement. 3econdly, in the sense that He, because of his 
nesurrection and Ascension, is available for us to make our own, so, as 
we p2.rtake of Him and become "in Christ", we are enabled to be reconciled 
with God. 
With these factors in mind the eucharist becomes a real 
repre sentation of Christ's sacrifice. But it is so for faith alone. 
It siv~ifies personal reconciliation with God made possible solely i n 
virtue of Christ's sacrifice.· It issues in our own responsive sacrifice 
of the.nksgiving and praise, anCl. in our oblation before God. In the 
Cow~union is symbolised our 0tonement vdth God - the meal of fellowship. 
~Jhen we look at an interpretation such as this and ro mpare the 
views we have been examining, it becomes apparent that the differences, 
while important, do not seem to dc-:nand that t hose holdine; the various 
theories may not join together in conunon services. If one feels t hat 
the sacrifice of Chrirrt is continually offered, so mukins of the rite 
a sacrifice, and another that it is so present and real and relevant that 
it is at lea.st central to the rite, even though this does not 
constitute the rite in itsalf a sacrifice, is this cause enough for 
tJ:i vision? 
'.L'here are many aspects of the problem which have not been and 
cannot be adequately dealt with here, for example, the relation of 
sacrifice to the atonenent has been summarily described and the 
idea of anamnesis has only been mentioned. The a~m has been to describe 
the main division on the question. 'J.'his main division will be seen to 
be i~portant as we proceed to examine the question of vali~y of 
Orders of Ilinisters, for the view th<- t the eucharist is a sacrifice 
is closely related to certain views of the Priesthood. It is here that 
t he doctrinal problems, in themselves prob<::.bly surmountable , bear 
directly on a most crucial problem. 
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3~CTION 11 
Eif'.r ::R.COil::WNION, VALIDITY MID ':"iO_~SHIP. 
Durin~ the 19th Century services of Holy Communion ~ere alreany 
bein,c; held e.t ::Iissionary Conferenc8s. At these s8rvices mem"'Jers of 
differP.nt commu-r1ions COJ'll1lll.YJ.ic2.ted togethzr and were th:dllcd by the 
experience. In this century it has become more Cl.ifficul t to holCl. such 
services. Ecumenical gatherings have increase•i. in number and have become 
more representr tive of Chu::.·chGs - less a gathering of individuals 
so th:).t many questions have nrisen in co·mection with Int.:::rcom1.1Union, 
which e.re of sufficient importe.nce to disallow "Conference cucharists". 
Nevertheless at many ~a.tberin::;s th~problcm has be::;n partly overcome by 
the holdinc; of "open Com:aunion " services in "host-Churches" to which the 
conference delegates have all bc·m invited. Such services were helcl. at the 
Amsterdam Assembly of the ·.:.c.c. in 1948 and at the Faith and Order 
Conference at Lund in 1952. Thc-.t there ara d. if ,_'icul ties, how.~ver , is 
shown by the fact that ma..ny \7ere prevent eo ei thcr by conscience or the 
re.:,ule.tions of their Churches from participatin.:; in those serviceg. 
'J'hcre c.r0 numbcrous ::;rounds upon which certain of th.:) Ci.m:rches and so:ne 
individuals fe8l quite una.blc to Ghar e eucharistic worship with members 
of Church es holdin:; o.ifferent doct:cines of the euchnri st. It thus 
emerges that there is a dis tinct divergence of opinion as to VThcth8r 
intercon .ru.nion is p•::rmis'>ible before total union has been achi8ved. 
Before ent erin-3 upon the discu r.: ~don of these two t_;roups of o:r;inion we 
must briefly exa.:nine the terninoloey used in -this connection, which 
can b0 very confusing in its varietyo 
'I1his t eu.inoloey ha.s be13n convenien-tly d.; fi•1cd in the r•3port of 
the Lund Conference. 
1. Full CO·llflunion: !·t·3mbers of separ at8 Churches may freely pa rticipate in, 
and t he minist ers officiat-9 c.t, each others sacraments. 
(As in conf'P.ssional 'fex1il ic.s ') 
2. Intercelebration and Intercommunions: i1here members of Churches of 
different confes~>ional families are permitted, by ar:r·ane;ement ~ to 
commttnicate, and t he ministers to offici~te, at each others altars. 
3. Interc01mnunion: Members are~llowed to co_'l.rnunicate at the altars of 
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both churches. This usually,but not necessarily, involves intercelebration. 
4. Open Communion : \'/here any Christian qualified to communicate in his 
own Church may communicate 
5. lfutual Open Communion : Where the above arrangement exists between 
specific Churches, without the necessity of intercelebration. 
9. Limited Open Communion : Where open communion applies in emergencies 
or special circumstances. 
7. Closed Communion : Where only the members of a Church are peroitted 
to comnunicate at its celebrations .. 
Clearly the aim of the Ecumenical Uovement must be the full 
com:nunion of all the Churches in the One Great Church, so that any of 
the above arrangements are of necessity only te:nporary expedients. 
The profusion of terms outlined above is an indication of the views of 
the various groups regarding what is generally termed "Intercommunion", 
in the loose sense of any participation of members of different COl:rmnions tl1. 
a single celebration of the eucharist., Unless otherwise indicated this 
is the sense in ',7hich the term will be used below. 
Clearly theproblem arises because there are numbers of Churches 
within the One Church of Christo For some Churches such as the 
Sastern Orthodox which make exclusive claims and do not recot:,r:nise the 
diversity of Churches, the problems of intercommunion do not arise. 
But for those who do, the extent to which their members may 
communicate at each others altars is indeed a complete probl em, and 
this problem has been accentuated in recent times by the many ecumenical 
meetings where the f ellowship has had to be broken at the point at which 
it should have been deepest, ne.mely, at the Lords Table . 
Tho first question which arises is t herefore, : "Cen any sharinc 
of the Lord's Table precede full organic union?" As one expects, there 
~re those who answer nec;atively and those who answer in the affirmative. 
'l'hc first group comprises such G'hurches P,s the i-!;astern Orthodox , the 
:dorJan Catholics, .the Anglo Catholic faction in the Church of E:ngland 
and some Lutheranso Usually they will allow certain cl early defined exceptions, 
but they consider that any wide-spread practice of Intercommunion in any 
form implies a disregard for the truth and. disrespect toward the 
sacrament. The practice, on this view, covers over lightly the very 
serious divisions which exist. This view is rooted in the conviction that 
the sacrament is essentially an act of the Church and as it stresses the 
co1~orate nature and llnity of the Church, tho conclusion follows that 
it is anomBlous for separated bodies to participate in a joint celebrationo 
Only when schism is quite healed is it possible for all to share the 
"se.crament of unity". The sacrament becomes the seal of unity in doctrine 
ancl order. For most Anclicans th~...- question of orders is important and 
for many Lutherans, who have traditionQlly stressed agreement in doctrine, 
unity at that point is essential. 
Difficulties arise for this view in that it is hard to define 
exactly the deg:t:ee of corporate union or doctrine required to ju..;tify 
intercommunion. It can be pointed out that the J\.n_:lican Church 
comprises liul'lerous aYJ.tonomous bodies which are in ful l communion 
vrith each other. In addition the Jrnslican Communion has entered into 
intercomnunion agreements with such denominationally distinct Churches 
as the Old Cat:1olic Churches, the Polish National Catholic Church and thG 
Church of Sweden. Furthermore within the .-ill::;lican Co·,1r:tunion is to be 
found a wide divergence of interpretation of the eucharist so that agreement 
in doctrine does not seem to be as importent to them as such questions as 
the validity of the orders of the ministry. 
'rhose who oppose the "Catholic" view- most ::leformed Churches, 
Congregationalists, Baptists, illethodists, aome Lutherans and 1vangelical 
Anglicans - consider that shared communion services can be instrumental 
in the attainment of unity. Such services are seen as an expression of 
that spiritual unity in Christ which is already erpressed in the mutual 
recoc;ni tion of t i1o Churchc s as bPing within the Church of Christ, 
which is implied by their membership in the \l.c.c. Many1 especially 
Lutherans, regard the Loro_' s Supper as a means of forgiveness and 
therefore consider that we should meet at the Lord's Table to seek 
foreiveness for the sin of our division. 
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There is then on this side, a cenere.l l'iillin-_,"Lless to acknowledge 
that there is a fundamental agreement wide enough to allow of 
intercommunion in the sense of open communion. But it must be asked of 
this group too, where they would draw the line, for clearly there must 
be some limits to such "open communion". 
We must examine now the chief zrouncls on which intercommunion 
before reunion has been rejected, namely tho:;e of differences in 
sacramental doctrine, validity of ministerial orders and forms of 
worshipo In the remainder of this chapter doct rinal barriers ~11 
be discussed. 
The question r rises here whether it is possible for 
Churches which interpret the eucharist quite differently to agree to 
practice intercommunion. It is held by those who claim that it is not 
possibl e, that such common participation could only be artificial and 
not a real koinonia, It would be irreverent and a dishonest compromise. 
Probably theJnost im?ortant t•octrinal differences occur in the 
questions of the r'3al presence and sacrifice., These have c.l-ceady bc:Jn 
dealt with in the foregoinG chapters and the view expounded there was 
that differences at these points ne;d not prevent intercom.nunion., 
Lutherans in particular, however, have aluays rezarded doctrinal unity 
as extremely important and this is apparent in the discussions between 
the JJutheran and l-\eform.ed Churches, which hav:; been in progress for 
some y0arso Strict Lutherans feel that they cannot comrm.micate where 
some do not believe that Christ is present "in, VTith and under" the 
elements. Refo rmed Churches feel th<:>.t thei:!.~ belief that the body and blood 
of Christ are 'truly ' present in the sacrament is comnon ground and 
sufficient f or intercomrmx~ion. On the basis of what was said in 
Chapter 3 it may be said at t his point that inasmuch as the real presence 
is acknowledged t;enerally to be essentially spiritual <mel in that sense 
real , we may not rej ect intercomraunion because of differences in 
conception vlhich are, after all is said, r.tere hu.'llan reflections. 
A similRr conclusion is reached on the other central problem -
that of the eucharistic sacrifice. Anelo Catholics and Orthodox Churchmen, 
¥1hile aclG1owledeine that the eucharist is for Protestants a pot~nt means 
of [race , neverthele.ss feel that it rnear1:3 soJ11ething very different 
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to them in that it is not itself a sacrifice. But this difference cc-.nnot 
be overstresDed f or both .::;roups re.::;ard t h.J ::>c>,crament as a memorial of 
Ch::ists one s2.crifice, both rocognis8 in it the dement of self-oblation 
anc:. both believe thc,t the benefits of Chri:.::t' s atoninc and eternalJ.y valid 
s acrifice 1:'.re avail able forus at thr.: eucharist , by His presence there. 
It seems then unnecessary t o make a view Tihich is in fact not very clear 
in its meanine;, viz. that the sacre.:nent is a r.::e,crifice of Christ, the 
sround for rejecting intercoT:lmunion. 
Differences on sacrame.1tal r.~.octrino itself then do no-G seem to 
:!?~ovide erounds against intercor:J mnion. Furthermore, questions arisinc 
from the nature of Baptism and its efficacy, seem to count a.::;ainst 
"fencin.:; of Tables" on ::,;roun<ls other thc:m trw.t those excluded are 
unbaptised or have deliberately rejected th~ir Baptism. It is clear 
that no Church today i s complete. in itself c..nd entitled to make 
exclusive c l aims (the ~·~oman Church woulcl of course disae;rec here). 
'.l'herefore those baptised in az1y one of t hem are as much Christians as 
those B2.ptised in a.v other. T. F. rror:;:ance in hj_s article in "Intercommunion~· 
are·ues that in the New Testament the language of Baptism is inter changeable 
m th tha.t of the eucharist. ·.L'hi s is because both are concerned v:rith the 
sane thin.::; - our incorpora.tion into Christ. The difference is that 
"whereas Baptism is all inclusive an final, the euchc.rist is the 
continual renewal of that incorporrtion in time. 11 2• On a later paee 
he says; "th:..·oue;h continual co;nmunion in the body and blood of the 
Saviour , the Church finds that Ba,pti sm is given its coraplement and 
recurring confirmdion. 11 3o But if this is so i i; is clear thD.t for any 
who hold a hi;:.;h doctrine of Baptism, to hold Baptism apart from the 
eucharist is a trGgic inconsistency. It "amounts either to a denial of 
t he transcendent reality of holy Baptism or to attempted schism ~Qthin 
t he Body of Christ. n4• r_'his a eems to be a pe~et:::-atinc argument and one 
which is difficult to deny. 
r;e find , however, that the other ;;rounds fo2.· rejecting inter-
co~union tend to as~~~e a creater si~nificance; we must therefore 
proceed to exaoine them. 
1. "Eschatology and the :&lc.harist" pp. 303-349 
2. Ibid. p. 305 
3. Ibid. p. 316 
4. Ibid.. P• 339 
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CHAP'i'ER 6. 
TH3 V ..\LIDITY OF 'l'IB EUCH.:l..:U;3~'. 
The reletion of the validity of the orders of the minister 
celebrating, to the validity of a se:::rament is p::.·obably the ::~ost difficult 
problem l'l!hich arises for intercom .mnion. In fact one is here immediately 
led into the discussion of the nature of theC'.au~ch and the relation t> it 
of tho ministry. 
In brief the Ilroblem is tha.t certain Churches claim that their 
ministries are 11v alid" and therefore that their sacraments are 11valid", 
whilst those of certain other churches are not. The claim is made by 
those for whom "Apostolic Succession" is of great consequence, namely 
1. 
Anglo- Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Old Catholics, and Roman Catholics. 
Other Churches, notably the Church of S";';'edcn, as well <1s Lutherans, can 
make excellent cl.:ums to being within the Apostolic .:.iuccession but do not 
attach much i"Tlportance to thfatter. 
~.e have to ex: .. :~ine the meaninc of "valid" as it has be·:m useo_ above. 
0. C. :~uick has made certain distinctions which it is necessary to bce.r 
2. 
in mind. 
(a) '.1hen a particular celebration of the sac1.~a.11ent is sc:.id to be invalid 
it is not :~ecessari1y considered uncfficacious as a means of :race to 
t hose who p:.1.rticipate in it. 
(b) ValicU ty may be n.istincuished frorr1 "regulA.ri ty" or 11canonici ty". 
A sacrement may be performed within the boQnds of scriptural req~rirem8nts 
yet not fulfil the i~equirem·.mts of Chm"ch regulations. This disti11ction 
is often blun·ed. Thus a re.::,ul r:tion of the Ort~1odox and other Gc.1..tholic 
co.~1munions is that the validity of any celebration of the _uch1:!.ri.:::t depends 
upon the ve~idity of the minister's ordination. The validity of the 
sacrment of Holy Orders beco.ne s , therefore , a cond.i tion o f th~ valirli ty 
of the othe):' sc..cram0nts, which me ens that v r.lidi ty ; l ::=!.S co::ne to be 
equr.ted m th canonicity o 
- ·- ·----------- ·----
1. The ~{oman Catholics of course Cto not onte ".' the argur:tents but 
would in f~>.ct claim that validity is dG:r><mdcnt upon ordination 
'iTi thin the Apostolic Succession. 
2. (e.) Appendix 1 of "l!'aith and Order : ~dinbu~gh 193711 p. 324 
(b) "'rhe Christian Sacre.ments" pp. 123-159 
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These distinctions make :possible a clee.ror formulation of the 
problem, which may be st.::.ted as follov7s : Thdre are two separ2.te questions 
to be discerned : 1. Does tha validity of a sacrament involve the 
validity of the ordination of the celebrant? 
2. If so what is meant by 11valid orders 11 ? 
In answerinr; t he first question it is necessary t o olarify 
~ uick' s distinction between validity and efficacy as the first s tage of 
defining the validit y of a sacrament. He outlines what he calls the 
Catholic conception of sacra~nents . A sacr anent is that which conveys God 's 
goodness or erace through so~e physical means! Thu s if we perceive it 
richt , a beautiful sunset or landscape, an act of heroism or l ove, cru1 be 
sacramental. These ·J.ay be called "natural" sacraments. On t he other hand 
certain specific actions and objects may be divinely ~pointed sacramental, 
as f or exa 1ple the wat er of Baptism ann the Bread and ·,iine of the 
eucharist. These, then, become "ritual" sacraments a.nd are c,uarantced 
by their appointment as means of grace. Of "natural" sacraments it is 
nonsensical to speak of the±r,validity, but not so "ritual" sacraments. 
Both, however, may be equally efficacious. Thus the concept of validity 
involves the idea of "appointedness", and "validity" in this .sense is 
qualified by: 1. The acknowledgement that a "valid11 sacra"lfmt does not 
automatically confer grace - faith is necesse.ry; 
2. the recoznition that 11invalid11 sacraments can be effective means of grace. 
Quick continues by discussinG t~e nature of the Church in the light 
of t his notion of validity. Thd church is sacr8.7'1ental in the ritual sense 
a.ncl must bear certain outwartl marks. ',ihile ~tO!ile clai• 1s to be the one 
valid Church , however , it all0\7S the possibility of :-Jchism. Thi s it can 
do only by adoptin~: a certain theory reca.rdin..:; the s:::craments. 
Accordine; to Cyprian the s:;,(' ra:nents were valid only when performed 
by a validly (apparently in Bense of c~onicrl) oLdained priest 7.ithin 
the Church; the authorisation of the Church was necessary. ~his made 
schism impossible. -~u;:,ustine ho·1ever sope.rated validity of the sacraments 
fro;n authorisation by the Chu::.·ch , by 11oldin..:; that even outside the Church 
a validly ordain0d prie ·;t could perform ve.lid sacrements • .L'hi3 view 
can be maintained only if it can be said th.:.-.t the unity of the Church 
depends on the universc:d recog_li-tion of valid o: ..'ders a·1tl not that 
the vD,lidity of orders depends upon their. univorFJal recosnition by the 
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one Church.. Q;uick criticises the view by pointinr; out th"'t the 
sacrament of Holy Orders must include an element of authorisation by 
the Church, or at least, by God through the Churcho This leads ~uick to 
suegest thA.t so lone as there is schism all orders are partly impe.ired 
and mutual recoeni-tion of each others is necessary when Churches 
come together .. 
But in all t his, he appears to have beeged the first question 
posed above , by simply assuming that a valid sacrament requires to be 
celebrated by a valid (in the sense of c~:monical) minister, which 
enables him to proceed dirActly to a discussion of the vdi-l.i ty of orders. 
· .. e must therefore return to the first question anri also r~_>fer f1Jrther 
to the seeond distinction Cl.rEwm above - thr1.t betTieen validity and 
canonicity. It is not at. alJ. clear fr?m scripture, which is of course the 
only source in such a matter, that Christ intAnded that the sacrament 
should be. pe-e-formed by a particular rerson i.e. that he a.ppointed the.t as 
part of the sanramcmt. ~rthernlor"l, 'l':e ma.y ad.d t hd because the 
essence of the secr~ent (of the eucharist) is that it represents Christ's 
sacrifice and presence, beint;; in fc.--.ct concerned ;.ri th the porsone>.l relat ion-
ship between the norshiyrper ano Chri:::t, ~~nd becau3e H8 is the Host at His 
l'able, tho one performinc; th3 function of minister is r9l~'..-bively unil'lporta.nt 
D<:>. To rrence has expresser~ tbis -.;relJ.: 
"the Church throueh its ministry ca.:1 no more exerci!::e its 
author ity over the .~\lCharist than Joseph could ezercise 
his c'-Uthori ty over tho Vire;in Birth. As Jo seph could. only 
stand 1'1,side at the nir~ cle of the Inc<?.:rnat:i.on, so the 
minis-try of th3 Church can only $c>.ncl aside even in the 
1:~uch c .rist wher e it is ordo.ined to serve. Tho Chu:..ch can 
never manage the .~charist or exercise any lordship over 
it .•.. t the Last SupiJer J ,.>sus took pains to !'lake that cL:;ar, 
enactinc a vi vi d. par~~blE~ befo::.~e th_; disciples in 1.72-Shing 1 thei r feet, that they mi.::;-ht l •:)c\l'n to ForsvreeT all lorc1ship". · 
It would seem that the validity of the se.cre.ment, then, doas not 
depend upon the validity of the minister - in fact carr.1ot. But what is 
meant by "valicli ty of the sac:::.'arnent" here? It r'lUst mean m.ore than 
effice.cy if the distinction betv.r•3en validity and 01'ficc-cy is to hold . The 
t erm ve.l idi ty must mean "in o.ccordance with its :-.ppointmcnt, 11 but thz 
d:i.fficul ty arises t:h::.t it is a matter of interpretat ion ::hat counts [ s 
"in accordance" vr.i.th t.hG wilJ oi' Ch:r.ist. It is cloa.r that anyone properly 
in.t"mitins to perform the s cv::rament cl.oes so in the lis;ht of '!!hat he feels i s 
the rieht interpretation, but as there c.:m be no c,uarantee CJ.bout that 1 
I 
d _::htn.ess, 
l. Op.Cit.p.338 
there can be no 2,11a.rantee of validity. Then too the .Jacram3nt can clearly 
be :performed only within the Church, but the Church itself cannot be exactly 
def inecl. One has to conclude t hat any sacraments :performed by a [;roup 
clr~imine alle2;iance to the One Church of Christ, and which di'3play the 
unarguable -aspects of their e.ppoi~ttment, in the eucharis~.the breakiXl.C 
and ea.tin2,' of bread .:t..11<1. the pourinc end dl·inkinG of wine, placed in tbe 
context of the Last Supper, must be reco~;nised as at least a IJartly valid 
sacrament - as valid probably, as <1ny other. 'l'he question of degrees 
of validity inevitably arises HhGn such a view is stc.ted, end seems 
undeniable. This need not cive undue concern fo r it is i mpossibl<'! to 
establish v!hat true ve.lidi ty ..-rould. r equire . 'l'o this can be adc:ied that 3.S 
long as the sB.craments so celebratod e.re efficacious as means of ere.ce 
(w:13;:-e de::;reos of efficacy do not arise> for .:;fS:icacy is depend•.mt on 
f 'lh1 Ql-j s accJptc-..n.ce of the c;ift) valiclity fades in i!'ll:po ::..·-t;ance. 
If then v e..lidi ty is not equivalent to canonicity the question of the 
validity of orders does not arise. 3ut the quGstion rloes arise: 
"Ylliat is th·= si::;niflcence of C8~1onici ty"? It is hure that the :.;roblem 
of the unity of the Church is mo.st acute. '.:hen Churches such as those 
of tho C:.thol ic !_.'roup sf'.y that the sacre.rnen-L"$ of other Chu:-ches are not 
valid th:J~' are r..)P.lJ y quc·~tionin.:; their canonicity. It is c,t this point 
that the Apostolic Succession becomes important. ·.~he usual claims 
a.ssoct r.t ed ·,r:i th this conc0pt are t ;lat the mi::1istry is of the ~' fi..S 
c;..ge.inst the bene esse, of the Chu:::·ch and th~t the Jpiscope.cy .:kS it 
al_'~p3ars in the Cctholic Chu::.·ches is the one "valia." (a~>pointed) 
.uinistry. Only se.cr<"nents performed by Churches rele..lied dir3ctly to that 
line of Bishops are canonical . 
I'l'o;; it is evioe~1t the..t the question of a s£.cramcnt ' s canonicity 
is not insit:;:nificcnt. Chl'i.st did \·:ill thJ.t His Church be one in Him , so 
that stanr1a.rds of unity e..re n:Jcessary. But the e:>:clusive claims 
made on behalf of the Apostolic :)uccession are intolerable to many 
Christians who would cla:i. "l a "valid" ( 0.-:;:?pointed) succession of t1.octrine 
and p;:-e,ctice through such bodies as Pr8sbyteries, which cc-..n mrk l> cood claim 
to represent a part of the t1~e Church. They would lay stress on the 
authorisation of the 1llinist ry by Chl'is u th::.~ouch His :Sody th0 Church. 
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}!ost P:.:otestant Churches also stress that a 1 c<.monicc.l 1 sacrament must be 
performed by a duly ordained minister. 
There a.ppoa1~s to be a dea.dlock, then, at this point, the crucial 
point beine; ·.'Thether or not those r.ti nistries within the Apostolic 
Succession e.re alone ca.:nonicrl . 1Ul thHt ne0d bv so,i d here is thc.t this 
i s e.J.1 impo:.:te,;nt p!.'Obl0.m for tho E'ai th ancl. Order I:.iovcnent ..J.s i t s t rives for 
the visible un.i ty of t he C'.nu:..-ch, but it should not be seen as e. question 
of tho 11ve.lidi ty11 of sacrEI..mC'nts . Thus too, as re.::;ards intercom nunion , 
the problem of ca..nonici t y does not s o,:-m to create an i:nsurinou.i'ltable 
barri~r to the sharinb of the Lo~ds Suppero 
It is necesso.ry to s::-,;'i somethin-3 about norship as it e.ffccts 
intercom:'lunion, There e.re a. munber of important que stions which a:dse 
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in this connection. 'l'he subject of worship has become increasinc;ly important 
in recent years, as a result of the no-called Li ture:;ice>.l ;,Iovement ;yhich 
is being felt by all branches of tho Church. It is easy to recard tho 
que tion of worship as a merely practical issue involvinG th8 personal 
pr ejudices end prefe reJ.ces of t 1w t1ifferent .::; roups . But the proble111 is 
much deepe r rooted than that. 
Over the centurie s t Tio ty-pes of Christian "'.'orship h ave emerged . 
On th 3 one hand. C;;.tholic worship tends to be God ward, ancl. on the 
other Protestant/i:Nan c elical ·;:orship tends to be manvrar o .• '.L'he se e.re 
c encralisa.tions and a s such suspect, but they do point to a pa r tial 
truth. dhile Catholic type v;o :r.·ship h as always been centr::d on t he 
eucha:cist i c acti on , i:'vans·..:lical ~rorship has centred on the ftearinc of 
the preached vrord. 
There i s a. r ediscover y today, however, of the truth that tr.te 
essence of worship is a God•Nard action of pra.is ::l and adora.tion by men. 
In Christian worship t11ere must bo added to this the defi nite element 
of r-eception- of th<; e;ift of Ch rist' s redemption. It thus emer~es 
t hat the eucha:ci ::1t which is verbum visible, in eve ry way must be the 
centre of ChriDtia.n worship, vrher,~ the cuch:::.ri s tic s Grvice of \:orship 
docs :1ot omit e..n emphasis on the preached v;ord. 
\;i th this brief outline in mind, what of intercom.mnion? 
I t is i .·, :ediat ely a::_J:pare.nt, speck inc practically, t h o.t t here are _:rave 
difficul t ies . In som~ Chur ches worship does a:ppro::imat e to that out lined 
above . In other s , however, the cuc~1e.ri st i s a. special ser-lice cel ebrated 
infrequently, and apart f r om the service of the ~~'ord. The fact i s 
welJ. knovm t hc--.t :p~ople c;ron accustomed t o cert ain f m.'ms and t herefore 
find diffi culty in wo:.:sh ippine; i n "foreign" ways, But it i s to be hoped 
that the influence oi ' t lu li tur_;ical ~ :ovement vdl1 in due cour se be 
fel t in mo s t C'rm:.cches , thus wideninc t ho area of recot,n i t i on that 
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Christian worship must be Godward and l.Ianvrard - centered on the 
euchr.rist. 
The problem, thout~h> is not merely one of worship in eeneral. 
If ~orship is to be eucharist - centred then th3 doctrinal issues 
cliscu.:;sed above further complicate the matter. 'fhe li turc-ical forms 
variously used differ widely not only in out·ward appcaro..11ce, but also 
in the theology Tihich necessarily lies behind them. In some the iuea that 
a sacrifice is takin~ place is nude cl~ar, in others the emphasis is on 
the cn.armesis of the sa,crifice and t.1e Co .u.nmion. In yet others the 
emphe.sis is only on cO....! 1union with vi r tual disregard of sacrifice • 
. 3i!ililar statem~mts ca:l be made concernin.:; the real pr Jsence . The 
difficulty is further accent.uo;l:;ed by the fe.ct that the doctrines of 
some churches are e. tbedded in set li tur:;ies the alteration of Vlhich ·would 
require complicated constitutionf',l or cPnonical p!·oces:::es. 'i'hus the Sastern 
Orthodox li tur£,-y is in a sense resarded as b.ain.:; the sum of Ch6;:;tian 
existence . The W-hol e life of the ~a3tern Orthodox Churchman revo~s around 
th li tureical worship which works itself out in daily, weekly an(1 annv.al 
cycles, to ~hich daily living is clos0ly related. 
The complexity of tho situ~tion is th~refore enormou3 , yet it 
is not as intractable as first appea:n5 if the doctrinal conclusions 
reached above are allowed to carry due vreisht . Unfortunately the sphere 
of worship is thttt which necessarily involves tha people and not simply 
theolo_;ians. It uould be impos:dblc in mo:Jt churches for academic 
decisions to be put into pre.ctice by uncm.1:plicated l•~eislation. 
Furthermore the task of ~o.ucatin~ people in tol~rance of othel' . 
rites, ;;,s welJ as in the func am~ntCJJ.:::; of Christian vrorship and its 
li turc;ical expression, is l n.borious ano)llow. l'ifevertheles.:; the situation 
need not be regarded 2,s hopeless. Having su_;;;;e::tcd tLat neither 
doctrine.l nor constitutional (validity) ba:criers are really sicnificant 
<mauc-h to preclude the practice of interco"·,rnunion, this beco!llcs the 
obvious means of education, It is only a::; Christians share each 
other's v.orship thc-1:; th3y can come to understand the differences that 
' m way 
sep::~~~D..te them, It is onlyjthiythat they can com~ to recocnise that those 
who worship differentlyace brothers in Ch:-id, and so learn tolerrnce. 
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It would be futile to suc~est thc:,t a single form of worship could ev'lr be 
the coal of Chri stian unity, '.ve are not all identical in temperrunent 
or for that matter in our intellectual or spiritual needs. 
'l'J:1cre r:ill alwe.ys h~ different approaches to worship so far as ceremonial 
and. ritual al"e concerned. '.','he.t must be certain, horrGver, is ·t;hat ;;or ship 
in a Christian Church is truly Christian-centred on the Jucharistic action. 
Obviously much more coulc'. be said about V/J :cship, but tho ii.1.te~tion 
here has be::m to draw those conclusions which seom to follovr from the 
earlier doctrinal discussion. 
If the Churches are ever to be drawn together into one fellowship -
one visibl-3 Body of Christ, thGre must evidGntly be a great deal of study 
and research into doc:bl'inal truth. It is here that the :;:;cumenical 
Hovement has be.:m the stimulus of nearly all the doctrinal research of 
this century. No wo rk on doctrine c 'XO. be producad today 1ti thout reference 
to the th~olocy of unity. 
Th0 t1.octrine of the Guchari::t is one field of tJ.1ooloey which has 
far reachiYJ.C" si.:;nificn.ncG. It is at the heart of Christian existence , 
beint; both the exp.cession in Ymrship of that exiotence, while also 
beine; in.st::cu.inental in its cr'eat :!.on - it is onz inst:::ume::J.t of redemption 
the verbum visible • Undoubtedly th; doctrine of the Church takes 
pri:'l.e of place i·r1 t8rms of i;rrpo::."tance for ecumenism, but euchc..ristic 
doctrine constitutes a not unapp!'eci.s.ble segment of Church doctrine. 
If the time should como Tihen a.cr:ement is reached on eucharistic doctrine it 
is certain t hat a:::-rnr'!ment on the n c.tm:-e of the Church 1;ull carne soon after 
if not simul taJ.1'30usly. 'rhe mos·t; puzz ...... l inc problom e,t :;_:J :::·es~.mt conoe:eninc 
both <:>p:pJars to be that of th'J ministry. Yet even here, :::s h as been 
argued, it i s research into the meanine of the eucharist whi ch should 
lead the way out of t h e present maze. Only continued s tudy combined 
with sincerity and tolerance, and dd ven by Christ's mll that nth at 
they may be one11 c an load to succe3so 
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